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A THANK YOU TO YOU THE COMMUNITY AND CONTRIBUTORS
Your overwhelming positive feedback on the first issue really filled our hearts with joy
and for that, we really want to thank all our readers from around the world. I am sure
this second issue will not disappoint you.
The fanzine has been a wonderful experience for all of us to be a part of and its
production is managed by some really talented people that bring these fantastic stories,
battle reports and articles to each issue. So my thanks also extend to the team and
community contributors for their dedication, time and talent.
If the corners of the pages in this issue look a bit chewed up, that’s because some
long-tailed furry squeaking beasts have emerged from the sewers to invade our pages.
Yes! The Skaven warpstone sniffers are our highlighted Warhammer faction this issue,
and we have our usual Mathhammer and hobby experts slaving away like giant rats
in a Doomwheel to present to you the most comprehensive look at Skaven in all their
glory. Even I, the devout Dwarf player, have succumbed to the lure of Warpstone and
joined the ranks of the Ratmen as you will see later in a battle report with Johannes in
the issue.
And of course all our great contributors have brought their own little bit of flavour
to the magazine with articles on Warhammer 40,000, Epic Space Marine and more.
So sit back, grab a cold beverage of choice and enjoy the nostalgic trip for the month
everyone.
Joshua Van Zaane
Editor-in-Chief

Oldhammer Weekend Poland is a casual
event with no strict structure. It’s the
6th edition of this event, where we will
go back in time and play games that no
longer exist. Games like Warhammer
Fantasy Battle - editions 3rd to 6th,
Rogue Trader, Warhammer 40k 2nd
edition, Gorkamorka or Warhammer
Old West.
During this weekend you can play
loose participation games, organised
campaigns and special scenarios. No
plans yet, but it’s going to be fun.
Everybody is welcome to join, just to
play or to run the game. The more the
merrier. We don’t put the emphasis
on any kind of rivalry or so-called
“powergaming”. We don’t follow the
rules to the letter (Oh gosh, the rules are
so old sometimes, nobody remembers
them.). No pressure, just pure fun.
The event will take place on October 1st
to 3rd 2021 in Warsaw, Poland,
Wargaming Club Adeptus Mechanicus.
Contact: gameoftravel@gmail.com
Tytus

www.c0wabunga.com - put a zero in it
If you are looking for regular new
quality content for Warhammer
40,000 2nd edition and Warhammer
Renaissance on the net, then please try
c0wabunga.com. This is the internet
home of Dr. The Viking and friends.
We upload battle reports, painting
guides, and reviews on a weekly basis,
and have a plethora of other articles
on old-school gaming-related material
as well. The page is also the home of
the Warhammer 40,000 2nd edition
painting challenge as well as various
narrative campaigns. All of this content
is available for you for absolutely
nothing. Cowabunga my dudes!

A Warhammer game at the last Oldhammer Weekend Poland
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WHAT’S COMING UP?
So, what Herohammer related videos do
we have in store for the channel in the
next few months I hear you ask? Well,
thanks to a very generous supporter
of my channel and podcast Mr. Dan
Buman, I will soon have in my hands
a classic 5th edition Mighty Fortress.
That means we will have some siege
batreps to add to the channel which I am
very excited to start playing. So, thank
you very much for that Dan. Justin and
I still need to continue our Black Plague
campaign so expect to see a video over
the summer with scenario 2 and an
article in the next issue. And Epic Space
Marine, Man O War and Warhammer
40K second edition are on the menu as I
have now a regular Monday games night
with my mate Paul. On the hobby side I
have started the Nostalgia 90’s Painting
Live Streams on Saturday or Sunday
nights so keep an eye out for when their
dates and times are announced. So You
can definitely expect to see a lot more
content coming on the channel! Thanks
for your positive feedback as always.

CARD SECTION
Well, there is no physical card section,
I hear you say. BUT we have good
looking, well designed cards by D. Lister
that you can print on thick paper and cut
out to have a perfect spell card deck and
campaign events. ENJOY!

We are pleased to announce that the HeroHammer Fanzine will be hosting its very
own painting competition. Entries are due no later than November 30th, 2021. The
competition will be judged by skilled painters and hopefully we can secure a prize and
a nice trophy for the winners.
Guidelines: The painting competition naturally is meant for old Games Workshop
miniatures and the old-school vibe. We are not going to set a definitive border on what
models and brands can or can’t be used, instead we will rely on our judging panel to
sort it out. You don’t have to paint Goblin Green bases and you can make up your own
colour schemes. It is the overall impression that matters.
The categories are:
• Fantasy single miniature (Warhammer, Mordheim, Blood Bowl, Warhammer
Quest and so on)
• Fantasy Unit (10 or more 20/25 mm based models or 5 or more 40+ mm based
models)
• Fantasy Monster
• Sci-fi Miniature (Warhammer 40,000, Necromunda)
• Sci-fi Squad or Gang (10 or more models)
• Sci-fi Vehicle
• Single miniature for small scale games (Man O’ War, Epic 40,000, Warmaster,
Battlefleet Gothic)
• Unit for small scale games (5-10 pieces in a coherent unit)
To submit an entry, take a good photo (see below) and send it to herohammerfanzine@
gmail.com with the subject “The Golden Hammer, [category]” before the deadline of
November 30th.

WANT TO BE PART OF THE HEROHAMMER FANZINE?
Do you have well-painted miniatures to share? Some house rules for a lost space
race? Or maybe you have a miniature company that fits the Herohammer style?
ARTICLES

PAINTED MINIATURES

Want to share your thoughts on the best
hobby? Do you have amazing scenarios,
house rules or incredible stories? Please
contact us by email.

If you have some nicely painted miniatures to
show to the community and you like “old style”
publications, please send in your pictures.
They should be at least 1200x1200 px and 300
dpi, well-lighted and have a neutral or scenery
background.

ART
If you have art related to the fantastic games
of THE Herohammer era THAT YOU want to
share, please contact us so we can show it in
the fanzine.

herohammerfanzine@gmail.com
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THE STUDIO TEAM
WHAT WE HAVE BEEN UP TO
As soon as Skaven were proposed to be the theme of the issue you have on-screen (Or in your hands, if you’re
an old fella like me who prefers to have the paper version - Ángel)) volunteers appeared everywhere to paint
Skaven for the fanzine. Everybody knows that we often lack the time to do all the things we would like to, so
please enjoy the work of the members who not only fell into the Horned One’s claws but came out victorious!

Marcel Josch
A while ago I acquired a lot of second-hand Skaven. The old monopose plastic ones from the 4th edition. I like them a lot. They are
very similar to the Skaven from the Advanced HeroQuest game but wearing armour. You can use them as unit fillers for Clanrats
or even Stormvermin. As for painting them: Since I use a wild mix of different brands, I will spare you the details for each and
every one of them and just stick to the basics. I went
for a grey and brown fur tone to have a bit of variety.
The tunics and hoods were painted red, blue, or grey.
All in different combinations. For belts, I used an orange
leather tone, and I made the pouches beige. The skin
was painted with Elf Flesh (I use this tone even on
Dwarfs; shocking, right?). For the armour, I decided on
the good old Chainmail from Citadel. You honestly can
go totally wild on the shields, and I even used purple
and green. And lastly, for me, red is the only choice for
Skaven eyes. After applying the base colours, I washed
the whole model with brown wash. The little buggers can
look a little dirty and their equipment rusty. Then I did
the highlights, sometimes using the drybrush technique.
These are my three quick and dirty steps: basecoat, wash,
highlight. I applied those same three steps on my High
Elves you can hopefully find in the next issue. Finding a
quick technique that works for you is the key to painting
Skaven because you need a lot of them. And trust me, you
will never have enough. Happy painting, Yes-Yes!

Jeppe Danning
For this small Skaven painting challenge I had to seek aid from a good
friend of mine, as I do not own any Skaven models myself. He, on the
other hand has a rather large force of unpainted Skaven, and was happy to
donate a model for this project. I was given the choice of a large number
of lovely models, and ended up choosing the Grey Seer from the screaming
Bell, as I really like the model. Well, how can you not love all the old
Skaven characters!!
I flipped through the Skaven army book to get some inspiration from the
original model painted by the ’Eavy Metal team, and to put it frankly, I
ended up keeping a bit of the colour scheme… especially his white/grey
robe. As this makes for a big part of the model, I started out with a medium
grey, and slowly build up 5-6 layers partly adding Vallejo Pale Sand and
white towards the end of the final highlights. Finally, I gave it a very thin
wash with watered-down Citadel Seraphim Sepia ink. His fur was painted
Vallejo Neutral Grey, and highlighted a couple of times adding white. As
I wanted the fur and robe to stand out a bit from each other, I kept it in
a strictly grey/white colour. The skin was painted with a base colour of
Vallejo Light Flesh, mixed with Citadel Tau Light Ochre, and highlighted by
adding Vallejo Ivory to the mix. As a contrast to his white robe, I went with
dark green for the rest of his clothes. Starting with Citadel Caliban Green
and highlighting slowly adding Vallejo Light Green. Nails and the top of the
staff were based with Citadel Evil Sunz Scarlett, followed by a wash of red ink, and finished with some orange and yellow highlights.
Staff and horns were based with Vallejo Black Grey and highlighted with Vallejo Neutral Grey. Lastly his sword was given the same
treatment as the green robe, but highlighted with Citadel Moot Green and Flash Gitz Yellow.
For the final touches I added some markings to his robe, inspired by the artwork in the Skaven book. It’s actually pretty easy to do,
and gives the model lots of character. I really enjoyed painting this model, although it took a bit longer than expected.
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Joshua Van Zaane
When asked to paint a Skaven for this issue of the fanzine, I
literally leaped like a member of Clan Eshin at the chance to grab
one of my now white-primed Skaven characters and give him
some colour. The paint range that I used for the Deathmaster was
a mix of the Nostalgia ’88 Vallejo Game Colour and original Citadel
paint ranges. Looking at the studio paint scheme, I went and gave
the cloak a mix of Chaos Black and Moody Blue 50/50 mix. Two
thinned out coats were applied and when dried I added Sombre
Grey to the blue/black mix to give me my first midtone highlight,
not adding too much as I didn’t want to make the cloak too grey.
Then after that I added Wolf Grey to give the final highlight to
make the cloak’s outer folds pop. I did the same process for the
Weeping Blades and the blood droplets were given a couple of thin
coats of Blood Red and highlighted using a touch of Bad Moon
Yellow. The fur was also black so the base was Chaos Black and
then I dry brushed Sombre Grey to pick out the fur details, but
trying to keep the fur dark. Then the blue pants were given a base
coat of Moody Blue which was highlighted using a 50/50 mix of
Moody Blue and Enchanted Blue. Adding white to the final mix just to give the pants some definition in places. The green parts of
his bandages were basecoated Dark Angels Green and highlighted with adding yellow into the base colour. The gold blade hilts were
given a base of Bestial Brown and I added Orc Brown to highlight and then added Skull White for the final touches where I wanted
the tips to glint in the light. The gemstones were based with a thin coat of Woodland Green and I added black and painted the very top
again very thinned out so that it looked transparent. And then thinned Bad Moon Yellow for the opposite side of the stone to give that
contrast and illusion of glass. A touch of white in one corner of the black and a line around the base of the gem and they were done.
The Deathmaster’s teeth were just painted using Orc Brown and highlighted with adding Skull White. His skin was first based with
Dwarf Flesh and highlighted with Skull White, a thin layer of Blood Red was applied to the base of the hands to add some warmth to
the skin and nose. That really covers all the colours and areas of the model and I hope this gives you a very simple and easy process
to paint your own Deathmaster in the future. Have fun!

Robert Duffey
We were asked to share our background on this month’s theme – Skaven. After I
thought about it a little, I realized... not much! When the 4th edition army came
out, I certainly got caught up in the craze, but I never really had the urge to
collect them. I do fondly remember that the 4th edition rulebook contains one of
my favorite pictures: a unit of the old 3rd edition Skaven from Andy Chambers’
collection, marching along a road with the famous “blue shed” in the background,
and a unit of Goblin Wolf Riders charging down at them. I always thought THOSE
Skaven were cool. Anyway, fast-forward 20+ years and I was rooting around my
collection and found an old Poison Wind Globadier. What better reason to finally
paint him than the HeroHammer Fanzine!

Dr. The Viking
“Hey, Doctor! Paint a Skaven for the themed issue!”
Uh... what? You mean like just a single rat? OK! Well. My painting
style is normally a bit more berzerk than 1 model, so I chose a big
ole Jes Goodwin Rat Ogre to make up for the lack of swarminess.
Hohum, well. So the way I approach most WFB painting is that I try
to squeeze my eyes and look into the warp to see what colour the
army mostly has. Then I find a spray paint of that colour and apply
it immediately and without thinking on top of a black undercoat.
This takes care of most of the painting already. For this Skaven, I
used ArmyPainter Desert Brown. Then I stabbed at it with various
colours and washes until I was happy, which normally means that
the mini is 80% done. Since this was for the fanzine, I then had to
pull myself up by the hair to finish the last 20%, which included
the gut plate and various highlights. Now all I need to do is paint
the 500-something Skaven I have left.
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Gert-Jan van Heugten
Hi all! I must say, I was overwhelmed by the positive response to the first issue
of HeroHammer. It’s such an honour to work on this project with all these great
fellow hobbyists from all around the world! As we’re doing a Skaven theme this
issue, I thought it’d be a good time to paint my very first Skaven miniature ever.
This Warlock-turned-Plague-Priest is going to be the start of my verminous horde.
I have a couple of hundred Skaven miniatures lying around in boxes, but just
had not gotten around to painting up my ratmen yet. Fun fact: I’ve been toying
around with contrast paints on this model, as a test (as I hadn’t picked any up
yet). For now, it’s just the leather bags, but I must say, I’m pretty pleased with the
result. And it’s true what they say: it does cut down your painting time. I hope
you enjoy this issue as much, if not more, than the last. Thanks for downloading!

Ángel “Morglum” Signes González
Well, what an opportunity! “Make something Skaven”, they told me. “Well, how about
a cover for the magazine?”, I thought. It’s been a long time since I painted a proper
acrylics illustration and I have never done anything Warhammer related. This was my
chance. I bought 11 tubes of acrylics, as all my paints had dried out 20 years ago,
and som synthetic brushes and started the project. Painting this has taught me some
things. First of all: reduce your colours. Since I’ve painted the whole picture with only
11 colours (including black and white), I really don’t need 150 different paints for my
minis. I need to sort some of them out. The other thing I learned is that good is enough.
And: draw things as clearly as possible before painting. I hope you like the pictures of
the process and I’m looking forward to maybe doing more illustrations in the future!

THE BLACK PLAGUE OF 1111

BLACK PLAGUE CAMPAIGN
By Joshua Van Zaane
A Warhammer campaign scenario featuring the Skaven and Empire armies in a 5 part series of
scenarios for you to play and experience.
Justin and I wanted to begin painting the new armies that we
had acquired and collected over the past year and we thought
that planning and playing an escalation campaign would be a
great incentive for us to paint new units to add to our future
games.
I began to think about an Old World setting for our Skaven
and Empire forces and I came across, in the Skaven Army
Book for 4th edition, the historical account of the Black Plague
that swept through the Empire, starting around 1111 in the
Imperial Calendar. This prompted me to think of a way we
could incorporate a fun set of scenarios around this event in the
history of the Warhammer World to immerse our imaginations
and, at the same time, to inspire our painting mojo for each
month and have our newly painted units and war machines
ready for the next clash.
I thought about the campaign
and how I would set it apart
from the standard scenarios.
This presented a challenge
for me, as I am not that
experienced with designing
scenarios, but I had an idea
of how I wanted to play
each stage in the campaign
from small forces of Skaven
pushing up into Empire
territory with low point
battles. Each subsequent time
we played we would increase
the points.

THE CARDS
There are 26 cards in total, which you will find in this issue
of the magazine to print out and play in your own games of
Warhammer 4th or 5th edition (or later editions of the system).
As long as your opponents agree, that is. Justin and I used these
cards for our first game and we felt that they really enhanced
the fun, without them swinging the game to either side.
For every 500 points in your army, each player can draw 1
strategy card, so we both had 2 cards to start with. Some of
the cards are to be played before the game starts and those
conditions will be stated on the bottom of the cards, so please
check them over and don’t forget (like I did) to play them when
the conditions on the card have been met. If it is a victory point
condition, then they are to be revealed and the VP’s added to
the final total.

SERGEY “BABOO” DOROKHIN

In addition to the scenarios,
I wanted to include a new
innovation to our battles
to make the experience
of playing Warhammer a
little different each time.
So the strategy cards were
introduced and developed
with the help of the local
guys here in my gaming
group. These cards were not
designed to break the game
or spoil the enjoyment, but
add some extra fun and spice
into your games to affect the
result of a combat or to result
in a victory point condition.
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ATTACK AT DAWN
For this issue of HeroHammer we will just look at the first
scenario so that you can play with your friends. Each further
issue we will bring you the next scenario. The first battle had
the Skaven infiltrating through the forest in a combined force,
rushing the Imperial watchtower that was garrisoned by a small
retainer of troops which included a wizard and a cannon. The
Skaven had a combination of clan Pestilence and Eshin in their
ranks.
We chose to set the first scenario at 1,000 points per side and
escalate that by 500 points per battle, so that by scenario 5 we’ll
both have 3,000 points for the final decisive battle. That one
will be a siege game.
The deployment map indicates the minimum terrain pieces the
scenario has. Feel free to add more.

CHOOSING THE ARMIES
For the Attack at Dawn scenario, here are the army compositions
for both the Skaven and the Empire.

Skaven Army
• 1,000 points.
• No named characters (e.g. Thanquol and Boneripper,
etc.).
• 0 war machines.
• The Skaven player receives a +1 to the initiative roll
to see who goes first at the start of battle to represent
their surprise attack.
• 0-1 level 2 Warlock Engineer.
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Empire Army
• 1,000 points.
• 1 cannon that is deployed inside the tower in the
deployment phase.
• No named characters (e.g. Karl Franz. etc.).
• 0-1 level 2 wizard.
Justin and I have already played out this scenario and we
recorded it for your viewing pleasure. So if you want to see
exactly what happened in our battle then please head over to
the Crown of Command YouTube channel to find out, as we had
a great time playing it through.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsUqZklBeqY&t=519s
And please let us know how your armies fared in this scenario
and how we could improve it in any way as we would like to
release this as a stand-alone campaign set that you can print out
and play with your friends in the future.

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

GET ‘EM LADS!

SILENCE THE WITCH!

SUPERIOR ARCHERY

Reveal this card at the end of the game. If
the unit in your opponent’s army with the
highest point value was destroyed, gain an
additional Victory Point.

Reveal this card at the end of the game. Gain
an additional Victory Point for each enemy
wizard killed or fleeing at the end of the
game.

Play when one of your units or models shoots
at the enemy. Your troops concentrate on
this attack and pick out weak points in the
target. Any wounds caused by the shooting
confer an additional -1 modifier to armour
saves.

+1 VP FOR MOST
EXPENSIVE UNIT

+1 VP FOR WIZARDS

-1 ARMOUR SAVE

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

REAR CHARGE!

FLANK CHARGE!

SABOTAGE

Play this card after you win a combat
involving at least five models on each side
in which your unit charged the enemy in the
rear. Gain an additional Victory Point.

Play this card after you win a combat
involving at least five models on each side
in which your unit charged the enemy in the
flank. Gain an additional Victory Point.

Play this card at the start of the game.
If your opponent has one or more war
machines subject to misfire, he must choose
one war machine and roll an Artillery dice.
If the result is misfire, then he must roll on
the appropriate Misfire Chart for that war
machine and apply the results immediately.

+1 VP FOR REAR CHARGE

+1 VP FOR FLANK CHARGE

WAR MACHINE MISFIRES

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

THE SPY

DEFEND TILL THE LAST!

VENGEANCE WILL BE OURS!

Play this card at the start of the game. A spy has
infiltrated the enemy camp. Roll a D6 and consult
the chart below:

Play this card when a unit or model loses
combat and fails its Break test. You may reroll the Break test once. You may not re-roll
a die that has already been re-rolled (for
example, due to a nearby battle standard).

Play this card when charging an enemy.
Your troops become zealous in the defeat
of their enemies. Each attack from the
charging unit gains a +1 modifier to hit for
the remainder of the close combat phase.

RE-ROLL BREAK TEST

+1 TO HIT WHEN CHARGING

1-2

D6 troops have been poisoned by
tainted wine the night prior and will
miss the battle. The opponent may
decide which unit is removed from the
battle.

3-4

Nothing happens as the spy was caught
and quartered.

5

The spy retrieved important battle
plans. Add +1 to your roll at the start of
the game to determine who goes first.

6

The spy manages to steal a magic item
from the enemy camp. The opponent
must randomly discard one magic item.
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STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

PRESS THE ADVANTAGE

MYSTERIOUS FOG

IMPETUOUS CHARGE

Reveal this card at the end of the game. If
all of your units are on the opponent’s half
of the table by the end of the game and no
enemy unit is on your half of the table, gain
an additional Victory Point.

Play this card at the beginning of the
opponent’s shooting phase. An enemy
ranged unit of your choice is shrouded in
fog and suffers -1 BS for the remainder of
the shooting phase.

Play this card when you declare a charge
in the movement phase. The charging
unit may add an additional 1 inch to the
charge movement, allowing it to reach an
enemy just beyond its normal movement
allowance.

+1 VP ON OPPONENT’S
HALF OF BATTLEFIELD
STRATEGY CARD

-1

BALLISTIC SKILL

STRATEGY CARD

+1” CHARGE
STRATEGY CARD

TOUCH OF PLAGUE

DRILLED THEM HARD

TACTICAL RETREAT

Play this card at the start of the game.
Some of your troops have caught the
infamous Black Plague. Choose one unit
and roll a single D6. If the roll is higher
than any model’s Toughness, the entire unit
immediately suffers D6+1 casualties. A roll
of 6 always results in casualties. You must
play this card immediately when drawn.

Play this card at the start of the movement
phase. Your troops have listened well to
their drill sergeant. One of your units may
make a free reform before the start of the
movement phase.

Play this card when one of your units
responds to an enemy charge by fleeing.
Your commander’s least loved nephew leads
this unit and it always seems to be the bait
for some reason. The unit will automatically
rally after the fleeing movement is resolved.

D6+1 CASUALTIES

FREE REFORM

AUTOMATICALLY RALLY

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

DUCK HUNTERS

DUTCH COURAGE

Play this card at the start of the game. Your
troops are always bringing in the fowl when
not on the battlefield. One of your units
with missile weapons gains a +1 to hit flying
targets in the shooting phase.

Play this card when one of your units fails
a Fear or Terror test. Your troops have had
a few too many swigs of something strong
before the battle. Re-roll the results of the
test.

+1 SHOOTING VS FLYERS

RE- ROLL FEAR OR TERROR
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THE BLACK PLAGUE OF 1111

STRATEGY CARD

THE BLACK PLAGUE OF 1111

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

CARD

CARD

CARD

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

CARD

CARD

CARD

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

CARD

CARD

CARD
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STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

PANIC IN THE RANKS

BOLLOCKS TO THAT!

BOLLOCKS TO THAT!

Play this card at the start of the game. The
enemy feels unnerved by the prospect of
war and bloodshed. Your opponent must
choose one unit in their army eligible to
take a psychology test. If the test is failed,
the unit hesitates and stands rooted to the
spot. They cannot move or fire for the first
turn until they get their courage back. After
that, they will move and shoot normally.

Play this card when your opponent plays or
reveals a Strategy card. The opponent’s card
is immediately canceled and has no effect.
This card may not be canceled in any way.

Play this card when your opponent plays
a Strategy card. The opponent’s card is
immediately canceled and has no effect.
This card may not be canceled in any way.

ENEMY TROOPS HESITATE

CANCEL STRATEGY CARD

CANCEL STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

BATTLEFIELD DOMINATION

WELL LAID PLANS

ARGH... BUGGER!

Reveal this card at the end of the game. If
your units occupy more table quarters with
no enemy units by the end of the game, gain
an additional Victory Point.

Play this card at the start of the game. Draw
two additional Strategy cards immediately
and discard one. You must play this card
immediately when drawn.

Play this card at the start of the game. This
card is a dud. Discard immediately with no
effect. You must play this card immediately
when drawn.

+1 VP FOR TABLE QUARTERS

DRAW STRATEGY CARDS

DISCARD

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

STRATEGY CARD

WINDS OF MAGIC

CLOSE AND PERSONAL

YA COWARDLY BASTARDS!

Play at the start of any magic phase after
dealing out the Winds of Magic cards. A
strong gust of magical tainted winds blow
through the battlefield. Draw an additional
D3 Winds of Magic cards directly to your
hand.

Reveal this card at the end of the game. If
you have a unit in the enemy deployment
zone that has at least five models and is not
engaged in close combat, gain an additional
Victory Point.

Play this card at the start of the game. Some
of your troops have decided that today is not
their fight. Roll a D6 and remove that many
models from one of your units before the
battle. You must play this card immediately
when drawn.

D3 WINDS OF MAGIC

+1 VP IN OPPONENT’S
DEPLOYMENT ZONE

D6 MODELS REMOVED
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STRATEGY CARD

THE BLACK PLAGUE OF 1111

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

CARD

CARD

CARD

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

CARD

CARD

CARD

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

CARD

CARD

CARD
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THE MAD PROPHET – PART I
By Gert-Jan van Heugten

lickering torches cast dancing shadows on the damp wall.
The rhythmic tap-tap-tapping of Karel Zwart’s pickaxe
disturbed the otherwise silent cellar, deep under his inn in
the heart of Marienburg. Business was good. In his sparse offhours, Karel was down in his cellar, tapping away at the north
wall. He needed to expand, but he also needed to keep it quiet.
The north wall of his inn was bordered by a busy street, and
the officials would probably not allow him to undermine city
property. Besides, he didn’t really fancy spending a lot of money
on permits and waiting months while they seeped through the
unfathomable depths of the bureaucracy, probably just to be
rejected anyway.

F

JOHN BLANCHE

With an unexpected shunk Karel’s pickaxe buried itself up to
its handle in the wall. Strange, the innkeeper thought, there
shouldn’t be anything but rocks and packed earth there. But the
city has known a long history, who knows what hidden spaces
remained forgotten under the cobbles of Marienburg? Without
much effort Karel expanded the hole. When it was large enough
to crawl through, he took one of the torches and, daydreaming
of lost treasure, ventured into the hole. Karel found himself
not in an abandoned cellar filled with riches, but in a damp,
gently sloping tunnel. Rats scurried away from his torchlight.
To his right, it went up and in the direction of the Stadsraad
building. To his left, it descended. Was this an escape tunnel for
the city’s elite, that went out underneath the city walls? Despite
the unnerving chittering of rats just beyond the safety of his
own little sphere of flickering light, Karel decided to find out.

The further he walked along the tunnel, slightly hunched over
because the ceiling wasn’t quite man-high, the more the air
started to smell of mould and wet fur. The dampness of the air
seemed to stifle the torchlight. He must have passed underneath
the city walls by now, so why didn’t the tunnel curve back up
again? Or did it, and was he just not noticing it? It was easy
to lose your bearing underground. Here and there, other,
smaller tunnels branched off to the left and right. From time to
time Karel heard chittering, scurrying sounds that unnerved
him mightily. It made him think about the old wives’ tales his
grandmother told, of ratfolk living underground. But everyone
knew for a fact these tales held no truth. In the damp, dark
passage, that fact was however quite easy to forget.
The diminished torchlight was no longer the only source of light.
Ahead, around a bend in the tunnel, Karel saw a sickly green
glow. He carefully put down the torch, sticking it in the muddy
floor so the light wouldn’t die, and crept forward. The tunnel
suddenly opened up into a large cavern. Karel found himself
on a ledge high above the cavern floor. The smells and sounds
were overwhelming. The green light, emanating from some
kind of crystals set in the walls, illuminated a large, wicked
looking device in the middle of the cavern. Tunnels, several
much larger than the one he’d crawled through, large enough
to accommodate the device that - he now saw - was mounted on
a carriage, led away from the central cavern. In the green glow
Karel saw hundreds upon hundreds of pairs of beady red eyes
set in the elongated faces of a host of ratmen. The stories are
true! Karel felt his knees go weak. He inched, then crawled, then
ran back towards his torch and up the tunnel. His torch died,
but still he moved on. Did he hear sounds behind him in the
tunnel? Had the ratmen spotted him? His back cramped from
hunching over, his muscles burned, but still terror drove him
on, back towards where he hoped he would find the hole in his
cellar wall, a tiny torchlit circle of hope in the endless tunnels
of fear and despair.
***
“They’re coming! They’re coming! The end is at hand!” the
ragged, smelly beggar shouted at the merchant’s face, who had
tried and failed to give him a wide berth.
“Poor fellow,” cheesemonger Hans remarked to his colleague Piet.
“Yeah, but the merchant’ll be alright.”
“No, I meant Karel. I knew him back in the day. A fine innkeeper,
but he completely lost his marbles. He claimed ratmen live below
the city. Claimed to have been in their tunnels and seen some
doomsday device. The authorities looked into it. There were no
tunnels, just sand. Not a shred of evidence for his tale. Can you
believe it? Ratmen? Here? Under Marienburg…?”
***
A pair of red eyes peered out through a nearby sewer grate.
“Good-good,” it muttered to itself. The plan to quickly fill up the
tunnel, after the man-thing fled, had worked. The sewer spy
would report this good news to its master. Soon, the entire city
would be in their paws.
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THE WARGAMING

AID SERIES
A GUIDE TO REMOTE GAMING
By Joshua Van Zaane
Don’t let Covid stop you from playing games. Try out remote gaming and start rolling dice again with friends
wherever they are around the world.

HOW DID THIS ALL START THEN?
As news of the global pandemic spread and games stores and
clubs started closing their doors, it was apparent for many of
us gamers that maybe we weren’t going to get to play games
with our friends anytime soon. And as the days and months
rolled on, many of us were thinking: Would we ever get
to play with our painted toy soldiers again? Well, with the
invention of applications like Google Meet and Zoom for video
conferencing, we now have the best platform to experiment
with bringing our friends around the world to our games tables
to roll some dice and have some fun. My first attempts were

Camera viewpoint.
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successful in that we could play a full game, but I learnt a lot
over multiple sessions to give the best experience to my guest
opponents.

WHAT DO I NEED TO DO REMOTE
GAMING AS A HOST?
Well, you will need a decent internet connection for your remote
device or PC that has a good viewpoint over the battlefield and
miniatures. You can purchase phone and tablet stands from
online stores which are pretty affordable. As I have mainly
played games of Warhammer Fantasy and Man O’ War, I found

A GUIDE TO REMOTE GAMING

The battle is going on!

these games have far less scenery than most games, and they
are playable on a 4x4 foot table. I only recommend a 4’x4’ sized
table as the standard 6’x4’ can force you to move the camera
angle several times during the game, whereas with the 4’x4’
battlefield, the camera can be in a fixed position.

WHAT DOES THE GUEST NEED TO PLAY?
Not that much really. Some dice as they will be rolling and
participating in the outcome of the battles they are fighting. An
army list and the stats for the troops in their army so that you
can easily relay information to the host as you play. If you’re
playing Warhammer Fantasy, I prefer it if the guest has a deck
of the Winds of Magic cards to draw during the magic phases
as holding cards up to the screen has proven to be problematic
for us in the early experiences of remote play. And the same for
spells or anything else they will need that is required externally
to the miniatures really. For games of Man O’ War, I ask the
guest to have their own decks of magic and MoW cards to draw
from before the game. And to use their
ship templates to record the damage etc.

looks to be within charge range, or if there might be a problem
in a move which may not be apparent to their viewpoint at the
time, maybe give some leeway and give suggestions to benefit
your opponent. Let them have the half-inch to make contact
with your unit, as it’s just half an inch and it won’t spoil your
enjoyment of a good game. Also, trust your opponent with the
dice rolls. Trust is a really important part of the remote game
experience and as we play mostly with our friends, I don’t think
this will ever be an issue.
And that pretty much wraps it up guys. I hope that this gives
a clearer view of the way you can remote game and I really
encourage you to at least try it out and see how it goes. I have
live streamed many remote gaming sessions on my YouTube
channel, if you wanted to check that out and see it in action.
Please search for The Crown of Command Podcast on YouTube
to find my channel and subscribe if you like the content.
Thank you and happy remote gaming!

Various cards for a number of games
are now printable in PDFs in the “files”
sections in the relevant Facebook groups
online.

WHAT HAVE YOU
LEARNT AS A HOST
AND GUEST IN REMOTE
GAMING?
Over the past several months of playing
remote games I have learnt that you have
to be very open in communicating and
helping your opponent as much as they
need. Given that they are looking through
a screen, all the features, and especially
distances, will be difficult to judge, so
as a host remember that communication
is really important, as is to be open and
helpful if needed. For example, if a unit

To see your mate is also important. Here we have Josh calling from Japan!
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THE ORC IDOLS
By Ted Gunnarsson
In this issue Ted will guide us in the recreation of some of the scenery that came in the Idol of
Gork campaign set, but this time doing it from scratch.
Idol of Gork was released in March 1997 as the second
installment in a series of campaign packs for the newly released
5th edition of Warhammer Fantasy. The campaign told the
story of an Imperial expedition into the Orc-infested lands of
the Border Princes. At this time I had just discovered the world
of Warhammer and started collecting Orcs & Goblins, but for
some obscure reason I never bought the Idol of Gork set even
though I thought it looked really awesome! Fast forward two
decades, and it’s high time to make up for past mistakes by
building the terrain pieces from the campaign for my collection.
The Orc idols were obviously the centerpiece, so I decided to
have a go at them!

CONSTRUCTION
The first thing I did was to get the measurements of the original
card terrain to get the scale right. The terrain feature consists
of four main parts _ the base, the idol of Gork, the idol of Mork
and the platform that the idols sit upon. I began by cutting blue
XPS foam (used for insulation) into the correct thickness and
then drawing the shapes using a marker pen. Cutting out the
shapes is a lot easier if you have a hot wire foam cutter, but
it can be done with a sharp craft knife as well (watch your
fingers!). Once I had the basic shapes I added further details to
the idols by gluing on smaller pieces of foam. This was done for
the feet, hands, faces and chest decorations. I decided early on
that I wanted one of the idols to be removable (as per the first
scenario in the Idol of Gork campaign), so I made a hole in the
platform and made sure that one of the idols (Gork) would slot
into the hole. At this stage I also scored lines in the platform
to simulate individual blocks of stone. The base was made out
of foam PVC sheet (it is easy to cut and does not warp easily)
and the platform was then glued on top of the base and the idol
of Mork on top of that. Be sure to use a glue that does not melt
foam! It’s best to try out your glue on a spare piece of XPS
foam first.

Seems that Orc gods aren’t green underneath...

best to use a brush or an airbrush for this. There are many ways
to paint stone, but I used the following method. I started with a
mid-grey basecoat and then applied thinned-down blotches of
brown, mocha and ochre. I followed this up with a drybrush of
a lighter grey colour. Next up I applied a black wash to create
some definition, and after that I applied a very light drybrush
using an off-white colour. To simulate algae, I took a thinneddown green wash and applied it to the lower half of the platform
and at the bottom of the idols.

TEXTURING AND PAINTING
Once the glue had dried, I mixed PVA glue and water and
brushed it onto the idols and the platform in a thin layer.
Immediately after that I sprinkled on tile grout (unsanded) to
create the impression of a rough stone texture. Once the glue
had dried I took a soft brush and gently brushed away any excess
tile grout. The next step was to begin the painting process. I
started by undercoating the model with black. You can use
spray paint, but if you are unlucky it can melt the foam so it is
HH20

Mmmm, crunchy!

MODELLING WORKSHOP - THE ORC IDOLS

DETAILS AND BASING
The Greenskins search for the magical Crown of Gork in the
first scenario of the Idol of Gork campaign, so I thought it would
be fun to add this little detail to the terrain piece. I used a spiky
shoulder pad from the Orc Boyz set to make the crown. I then
painted it gold and glued it in place in the hole underneath the
idol. Time for basing! I painted the base brown, applied a coat
of PVA and then added a mix of brown tile grout and soil (you
could also use sand). Once dry I applied some glue on top of the
ground cover and applied my green flock. I used three different
shades of green on this piece. I also applied some light green
flock to certain areas of the platform to create the impression of
moss. With the idols finished I guess all that remains is to get
the WAAAGH! going...

Wots dat fing glitterin’ there?

Now we are talking. Some green for the Orc gods.

MATERIALS
Idols
Blue XPS insulation foam (50 mm thick)
Green XPS floor insulation foam (3 mm thick)
Tile grout (non-sanded)
PVA glue
Plastic Orc shoulder pad (for the Crown of Gork)
Black paint
Brown, mocha and ochre paint
Grey paint (several shades)
Brown, green and black washes

Basing
Foam PVC sheet (3 mm thick)
Ground cover mix (1 part brown tile grout, 2 parts sand/dirt)
Green foam flock (3 different shades)
PVA glue (thinned down with water)
Brown paint

TOOLS
Hot wire cutter
Craft knife
Brushes
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GNOMES IN HEROHAMMER
By Byron Harmon

“Gnomes? There aren’t any gnomes in Warhammer!” I hear you say. Some say that Gnomes are just
a rumor like the Skaven, but I know better. Gather ye ’round and harken to my Gnomish wisdom.
I’ve always had a curiosity for the weird details that other
people might miss. So when I saw a strange entry for Gnomes
in Warhammer Armies for 3rd edition I had to “gnow” more. The
history of Gnomes in Warhammer is not like the gallant history
of their more daring Squat brethren that were retconned out of
the 41st millennium. Instead, Gnomes were often an afterthought
to Citadel. They appear as a playable faction in Warhammer 1st
and 2nd editions and Warhammer Roleplay 1st edition, but were
relegated to a minor ally position in Warhammer 3rd edition by
the time Warhammer Armies was published.
This disregard for our diminutive friends wasn’t limited to the
rules either. Citadel produced a very limited range of Gnomes. The
range was so limited that it would be very difficult to assemble
a playable army with the minis. But I was obsessed and wanted
Gnomes.
So, what does one do when they want something that doesn’t
exist? Obviously, they embark on the arduous task of teaching
themselves to sculpt and then sculpting an entire line of miniatures
and teaming up with a miniatures company to get them cast. But,
this isn’t an article about sculpting Gnomes. That’s a story for
another time, perhaps. This article is about playing with Gnomes
in Warhammer 4th and 5th editions.

INSPIRATION/FLAVOUR
Inspiration for this army list from old Warhammer lore is rather
sparse. The descriptions of Gnomes found in previous editions
are limited, so I had to do a bit of inventing. I tried to be rather
conservative and low fantasy with my contrivances so that the
army list stayed fair, instead of inventing Gnomish wonder
weapons. The Gnomes are modelled after the medieval Swiss.
The Gnomish army list is developed around the Swiss army list
found in the Armies of Chivalry supplement for Warhammer
Historical. The Swiss army list does some fun things. First, the
Swiss don’t have access to character models. To compensate
they are given a free battle standard carried by a regiment rather
than an individual. To correspond, as keen readers might have
noticed, the Gnomish army list doesn’t have entries for a general
or heroes. Second, the Swiss army list is built around pikemen,
spearmen, halberdiers, average crossbowmen, and only features
modest cavalry support. Similarly, the Gnomish army relies on its
core elite cadre of halberd-armed Guarden Gnomes, Pikegnomes,
average Crossbowgnomes, and the Gnomish Fox Riders that are
less than reliable. The army is rounded out with useful but delicate
Swallow Knights, tiny underpowered artillery, peasants, geriatric
“Longhats”, and Fox Patrols. Like the Old Swiss Confederacy, I
imagine the Gnomes bravely carving out a small mountain republic
for themselves and waylaying any foes that might enter their
alpine homeland. Furthermore, when I write the flavour text I try
to present the Gnomes as a cute and unwarlike people in contrast
to the grim darkness of factions in later editions of Warhammer.
As Samwise Gamgee says, I want to remind gamers “that there’s
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good in this world, Mr. Frodo. And it’s worth fighting for.” To that
end, my Gnomish baggage train includes little Gnomes snuggled
up in sleeping bags with a teddy bear.

TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Gnomes play very differently from any other army. They break
with a lot of the conventions of the Herohammer meta. Right off
the bat, the army doesn’t include a general (though, in theory
one could get a lofty hero from an allied contingent). This means
that the typical strategy of centring the army list around a single
character can’t be done. One might then assume that they could
simply get a wizard and dump points into magic to destroy the
enemy. Not so. A quick look through Gnomish illusory magic
shows that there isn’t a single spell that directly causes damage
to the enemy. All of them ultimately require Gnomish strength of
arms to defeat the enemy. The Gnomish army requires a player
who is tactically minded.
Next, we must talk about the elephant in the room: Gnomes have
low toughness. This is a liability. While the Longhats, Swallow
Riders, and Fox Riders have a 4+ armour save, everything else
in the army is lightly armoured. Therefore, if you field Gnomes,
you must accept that many of them will die. Because Gnomes
have high-ish weapon skill, their low toughness means that close
combat results in higher casualties on both sides. The typical
reaction to this news is for most people to treat Gnomes like
Halfling archers: avoid combat and play defensively. This doesn’t
work. Due to how the to hit chart works in 4th edition, if your
elite Guarden Gnomes are charged, they will die almost as easily
as Halfling archers. However, on the charge these same Gnomes
dish out high WS and high S attacks that are very lethal. This
means that Gnomes must be played thoughtfully and aggressively.
When designing a Gnomish army, there are a few go-to units. The
real powerhouses of the Gnomish army are their Pikegnomes and
Guarden Gnomes. Gnomish Pikemen are cheaper than Dogs of
War Pikemen and have a base WS of 4 which combines beautifully
with the added reach of their pikes. Guarden Gnomes have high
S and WS which make them potent monster killers on the charge.
The next go-to units are Swallow Knights and Fox Patrols.
Swallow Knights fulfil a similar role to Warhawks in a Wood Elf
army. They are great for attacking weak points and war machines,
or providing a flanking attack. Fox Patrols are interesting. They
have a considerable M of 6. However, their crossbows are a move
or shoot weapon. You may be able to get off a few good shots at
close range with the crossbows, but the more important role that
they serve is to march block so that you can manoeuvre freely
with your other units and call the shots. One small detail often
overlooked on the list is that the Gnomish champions have an
additional Ld. This breaks with the traditional stat bonuses gifted
to Champions, but they are slightly more expensive – a tad more
than human Champions. Since this bonus is effectively only a
bonus for the unit they join, it complements the strategic emphasis

GNOMES IN HEROHAMMER
on rank-and-file troops and manoeuvre. Combined with the battle
standard, the centre of your Gnomish army is very dependable.
The final tactical consideration is war machines. Gnomish war
machines are diminutive, and this is reflected in their muchreduced range and strength. Against common troops, the cannon’s
S 5 is functionally identical to S 10 of empire cannons. When
you roll to wound you need a 2+. They are comparable in role to
Jezzails, except that they are less accurate, but they are capable
of bouncing and slaying multiple troops and cost about twice as
many points. Therefore, massing cheap Gnomish cannons may
not be as potent as one might anticipate.

METHODOLOGY
“He’s just making it up as he goes along!” I hear you say. Well, yes,
I must admit I did “just make it up”, but I’d like to share how I came
to it. I think explaining my influences and methodology will go a
long way to putting the naysayers to rest.
“Alright, where did their stats come from?”
In Warhammer 3rd ed Gnome stats appear thusly:

PROFILE

M WS BS S

T

W

I

A Ld Int Cl WP

Gnome

4

2

1

3

1

4

3

3

8

7

7

8

I converted their stats to Warhammer 4th ed to appear roughly
analogous:
PROFILE

M

Gnome

4

WS BS
4

3

S

T

W

I

A

Ld

3

2

1

3

1

8

This follows the pattern for how the right-most stats were combined
into the catchall of “leadership”.

FINE THEN, WHAT ABOUT THEIR POINTS?
From 2nd through 5th edition, Warhammer used roughly the same
system for calculating points. They took the stats of a human and
set the points to 5, then they added and deducted points for the
addition or subtraction of stats followed by a multiplier for big
monsters. It is ambiguous how special rules factor in and this
appears to be a call it by ear for the early staff. All that being said,
in Warhammer 3rd edition the basic cost of a man is 5 points and,
coincidentally, the cost of a Gnome was also 5 points. In theory,
for games of 4th and 5th edition Gnomes should therefore cost 5
points. But not so fast.
There were a few rule changes between 3rd and 4th edition that
make Gnomes objectively worse than humans. This is going to get
a bit technical, so let’s dive in. In Warhammer 3rd edition the to hit
chart was different. The result of this change was that, statistically,
Gnomes were actually better than humans in close combat. Paired
with their higher leadership, this meant that Gnomes were more
likely to stick around and had a niche where they could excel,
despite their marked disadvantage against ranged fire (Gnomes
die in droves to most ranged weapons). Having a comparative
advantage in a few contexts meant they were viable as a faction
and just required different tactics to make them work. Then fourth
edition came along. The to hit chart was changed. The result is that
Gnomes now tie with humans in close combat while still suffering
viciously from ranged attacks. This shift in the meta means that
Gnomes at a basic cost of 5 points are objectively worse than
humans.

As discussed above, the Gnomish army suffers for its lack of
valiant heroes and dearth of deadly magic. Consequently, the army
can only rely on its rank-and-file troops to win the day. If the
4th edition meta means that Gnomes are all-around worse, then
they don’t have any comparative advantage. Every faction has a
comparative advantage where they excel in some regards and have
weaknesses in others. Therefore, it is only fair that the Gnomes
cost 4 ½ points each. This point change has some spill-over effects.
As Skaven players likely know, their basic Clanrat costs 4.5 points,
and as a result all of their gear is half off. So, implementing these
rules, Gnomes get their equipment at half cost, just like the Skaven.
Elite Gnomish troop points are calculated following the points for
comparatively upgraded Skaven elite choices.

CASTERS
Gnomes present a quandary with regards to army list building: they
do not have access to generals or heroes. This means that a larger
percentage of their points costs can be allocated to spellcasters
than in any other army. But, to countervail this consideration, we
made their casters cost the same as their human counterparts,
despite the lower T that makes their illusionists vulnerable.

FOXES
Foxes’ stats are terribly diminutive. Using the standard point
calculator, Foxes cost less than 1 point. A standard Warhorse costs
an additional 3 points for a character. A Fox’s stats are nearly
objectively worse than a warhorse’s in every regard. They have less
M, S, T, and Ld. However, Foxes can go through woods without
penalty. But when looking at the cost of cavalry regiments, they
double the cost of the base model plus add a cost of the mount. A
basic horse simply doubles the cost, whereas a warhorse doubles
the points cost and adds 3 points. (See page 93 of the Warhammer
4th edition rulebook). We felt that Foxes were worse than warhorse
but better than normal horses, and guesstimated that +1 point was
sufficient.

FOX PATROLS
In Warhammer 4th edition cavalry are calculated in the particular
way mentioned above. Calculating for the Fox Patrols looks like
the following: (Gnome + crossbow + Scouting ability) x 2 + 1.
The tricky bit is the cost of the Wood Elf scouting ability. Wood Elf
Scouts cost 5 more points than a basic Wood Elf (13 to 8 points)
but Scouts also benefit from a +1 WS and +1 BS. This means that
Scouting costs 2 points. Therefore, a Fox patrol costs (4.5+1.5+1)
x2+1 or 15 points.

SAPPERS
Sappers follow the points math used for Sappers in 3rd edition.

SWALLOW RIDERS
The Swallow Riders’ points cost was sort of a guesstimate of what
felt right relative to the cost of a Wood Elf Warhawk Rider. There
is no rubric on how much flying adds to a model’s point cost.
Warhawk riders cost 30 points and Swallow riders cost 20 points.
Warhawk riders have +1 toughness, both the rider and the Warhawk
have higher initiative, and the Warhawk itself has +1 strength over
the Swallow. A halberd costs 2 points to gain +1 strength (points
costs are doubled for flying mounts, so this is a 4-point difference)
and +1 toughness reduces casualties by 25% against strength 3
attacks (making it more effective than light armour (+2 points)
but less effective than heavy armour (+3 points). So 30 points for
a Warhawk minus a halberd (4 points) and something between
light armour and heavy armour (5 points) and minus whatever the
initiative modifier is gives us the ballpark of 20 points each.
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GNOMES IN HEROHAMMER

GNOMES
Gnomes are a quiet and productive alpine people. They share
a similar cultural background, language, and temperament with
their Dwarf cousins. Though also mountain-dwelling, Gnome
settlements are isolated and distinct from the Dwarfs and hidden
by illusory magics. Gnomish towns are semi-subterranean, more
akin to the mining towns of the Empire or forest hamlets. Gnomes
are not skilled metalworkers like the Dwarfs. Most are humble
craftsmen who would rather bake, coop, cobble, mill or farm than
face a hoard of gibbering Snotlings. These productive trades have
put the Gnomes in significant contact with the men of the Empire.
Because Gnomes are less doughty than the Dwarfs, they have
taken to the cooperative drill and tactics of the Reikmen to face
foes greater than themselves.
This combination of isolated settlements, humble guilds, and
teamwork-driven tactics has led to the Gnomes having very closeknit communities and a democratic society. Gnomish military
decisions are heatedly debated and eventually agreed upon by
a council of senior guild leaders and learned wizards. Gnomish
armies, though made up of citizen craftsmen, are known for their
discipline and lack of generals. Much of the Gnomish history is
the history of a marginalized people. In the high mountains their
communities are outshone by the imposing fortresses and keeps
of the Dwarfs. As the Dwarf empire expanded in the distant
past it would often displace the quiet Gnome communities, or
build impressive merchant ways that would bypass the Gnomes
and supplant any peripheral trade they could make. Many poor
Gnomes were ousted from the mountains where they would take
to creeping into human villages.
In human settlements they don’t often dwell openly. More often
they assume the aspect of spirits that make the house go bump
at night – called gremlins if they did harm or faeries if they did
good by superstitious and less discerning humans. Dwarfs and
Elves are oft credited for teaching early men the arts of smithing
and magic, however, it was the Gnomes that imparted the craft of
baking cookies. In the wake of the Dwarfs’ collapse, Gnomes have
been able to return to their ancestral niches in the passes, forests,
and peaks of the mountains. This return has come with perils of
its own. Goblins, human wildmen, brigands and Skaven lurk in the
dark places. But the worst offenders are the Snotlings. Marginalized

Guarden Gnomes arrayed for battle
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by their own Goblinoid kind, these fungal cretins creep, sneak, and
slither into the boundaries of Gnomish settlements. Many Gnomish
children grow up being told to behave or they will get snatched in
the night by hungry Snotlings.
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SPECIAL RULES
HATE GOBLINS, SNOTLINGS, AND HOBGOBLINS
Gnomes hate all Goblins regardless of type, Snotlings, and
Hobgoblins. The strife between these people goes back deep into
Gnomish annals.
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A Fox Patrol emerges from the woods

GNOME FOX PATROLS
The mountain passes and alpine forests of the Gnomish Confederacy
are treacherous. Gnomes are waylaid by thuggish men and thieving
Goblins. These long roads are largely kept safe by the vigilance of
the Gnome Fox Patrols.
While most Gnomes prefer the stable lives of their mountain
hamlets, Gnomes that join patrols tend to be more adventurous.
Much of the patrols wear heavy hoods to protect themselves from
the elements. They carry crossbows to harry foes and slay thickskinned orcs. It’s these traits that make these Gnomes adept at
reconnoitering enemy positions.

SPECIAL RULES
SKIRMISH
Gnome Fox Patrols can skirmish if you wish – see the rules for
skirmishing.
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SPECIAL DEPLOYMENT
Gnome Fox Patrols may be positioned on the table once both
sides have completed their deployment. You can place the Patrol
anywhere within their side’s normal deployment zone, or you can
place them anywhere else on the table that is out of sight of any
enemy and not within the enemy’s deployment zone. A good place
is on the flanks, behind woods or concealed by hills.

FOXES
Foxes are playful woodland predators. They resemble our realworld foxes in manner, including their diminutive size. They are
a great menace to farmers, Snotlings and small birds. Foxes are
wily and lithe in their forest homes, easily evading the commoner
set out to avenge his murdered fowl. Consequently, they are often
hunted by human nobles with great gusto and pomp. Foxes are
not ferocious predators like giant wolves. They are comparatively
small, with paw-like claws and teeth as dangerous as the tines of a
table fork. Gnomes riding Foxes have an advantage over a typical
Gnome in both speed and the savage nibble of the Fox. However,
this valiant duo is still outclassed by common cavalry of most other
races. For this reason, Foxes and their Gnomish riders prey on
skirmishers and loners while keeping to the woods where they can
easily escape.
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SPECIAL RULES
WOODS
Foxes are creatures of the woodlands. They have the ability to dart
and weave quickly through wooded terrain. Foxes therefore suffer
no move penalty when moving through woods.
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GIANT SWALLOWS
Giant Swallows are large insectivorous birds. They dart and flitter,
and are capable of snatching bugs out of the air. Swallows are
not proud like Eagles, they are less intelligent, and simple. There
are no named Swallows of legend. Nor lords among them. Only
their Gnomish keepers know their unassuming names. They worry
little about the comings and goings of distant foes. Instead, they
concern themselves with the ebb and flow of the seasons and their
annual migration to South Tilea. Compared to the Great Eagles,
Giant Swallows are small. They do not have the wingspan to carry
larger races. Consequently, they were overlooked for domestication
by other races. Only the diminutive Gnomes saw an opportunity.
In battle, Gnomes ride swallows to harass marching columns and
strike unprotected war machines.
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SPECIAL RULES
FLY
TONY ACKLAND

Giant Swallows can fly as described in the Warhammer rulebook.
SKIRMISH
Swallow riders always operate in a skirmish formation.

SAPPERS
Most Gnomes occupy themselves with a craft. This means that
Gnomish society includes many masons, builders, carpenters,
miners and the like. When Gnomes go to war, these craftsfolk often
join the various regiments based on their guilds. Others provide
other vital duties. They join the baggage train to help provision
the army on the march. And yet others contribute their skills as
Sappers. Sappers allow Gnomish armies to modify the battlefield
to their advantage.
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SPECIAL RULES
SAPPER TEAM
Sappers operate in teams of two to four models. A team of one
model is incapable of performing any sapper tasks though it may
join up with other Sappers to form a new team.
SAPPER TASKS
A Sapper team may conduct one sapper task per turn. Sappers
conducting a sapper task may not march or move more than 1”
per turn.
BUILD STOCKADES
Sappers may build 1” of stockades per team member per turn.
Place the new linear obstacle in base contact with the Sappers.
Stockades count as hard cover and as defended obstacles.
BUILD A BRIDGE
Bridges may be built to span rivers, ravines, ditches, etc. A bridge
constructed this way is 1 ½” wide. Bridges are constructed at a rate
of 1” per turn per Sapper to a maximum of 3”. Two teams may
work together if one starts on the opposite side of the feature to
be crossed.
DEMOLISH

NICK BIBBY

Sappers may attack walls, buildings, and the like as normal troops.
However, each Sapper may make two attacks directed at the
structure itself.
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THE ARMY OF THE GNOMISH CONFEDERACY
ARMY SELECTION
Characters

0-50%

Up to half the points value of the army

Regiments and Champions*

25%+

At least a quarter of the total points value of the army

War Machines

0-25%

Up to a quarter of the total points value of the army

Monsters

0-25%

Up to a quarter of the total points value of the army

Allies

0-25%

Up to a quarter of the total points value of the army

*This is an exception as normaly Champions go in the characters percentage

GENERALS AND BATTLE STANDARDS

ALLIES

Gnomish armies may not select a general. However, they are conferred a free “cantonal standard” that is treated the same as a battle
standard in all respects except that it must be carried by your largest unit of either Speargnomes, Pikegnomes, or Guarden Gnomes.

Gnomes may ally with the Empire, Dwarfs, and Wood Elves

CHARACTERS
CHAMPIONS…..………………..……….35 points
Any regiment may include a champion armed and equipped as the
rest of the unit (see Equipment List for values) They may ride a Fox
(+3 points), a Pony (+2 points), or a Giant Swallow (+14 points).
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ILLUSIONISTS
Illusionist………………………….....………………….56 points
Illusionist Champion……….…………….……………118 points
Master Illusionist…………….…………………..…….190 points
Illusionist Lord…………………….…………………..287 points

An Illusionist may be armed with any combination of weapons/
armour allowed to any of the troop types in this list (see Equipment
List for values). They may ride a Fox (+3 points), a Pony (+2 points),
a Giant Swallow (+14 points), or a Monster (see Monster List).
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REGIMENTS
SPEARGNOMES……………....6 points per model

PIKEGNOMES…………….5 1/2 points per model

Equipped with hand weapon, spear, and light armour. Any units
may have shields (+ ½ point per model).

Equipped with hand weapon, and pike. Any units may have light
armor (+1 point). Special rules for pike appear in Warhammer
Armies: Dogs of War (pg 21).
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CROSSBOWGNOME……...….6 points per model

FOX REITERS…..……..........14 points per model

Armed with hand weapon and crossbow.

Armed with hand weapon, spear, light armour, shield, riding a
Fox. One unit may have a magic standard (see Warhammer Battle
Magic).
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0-1 UNIT OF
GUARDEN GNOMES…....9 1/2 points per model
Armed with hand weapon and halberd. The unit may also have
shields (+1 point per model) and light armour (+2 points per
model). The unit may have a magic standard (see Warhammer
Battle Magic).
PROFILE
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0-1 UNIT OF
LONGHATS...…....................11 points per model
Armed with hand weapon, shield, and heavy armour. The unit may
have a magic standard (see Warhammer Battle Magic).
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GNOME PEASANTS...…........3 points per model
Armed with hand weapon and flail. Any unit may have doublehanded weapons instead of flails (+½ point per model).
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FOX PATROLS……………….15 points per model
Armed with hand weapon and crossbow. Fox Patrols can skirmish
as described in the Warhammer rulebook.
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0-1 UNIT OF
SWALLOW RIDERS….........20 points per model
Armed with hand weapon. The unit may also have spears (+2
points per model), shields (+2 points per model) and light armour
(+4 points per model).
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WAR MACHINES
TINY CANNONS……………60 points per model

ORGAN GUNS…..........….50 points per model

Three crew armed with hand weapons.

Three crew armed with hand weapons. Organ guns follow the
rules for the Empire Volley Gun as in WD147.
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Organ Gun
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STONE THROWER……….....50 points per model

SAPPER TEAM………………..10 points per model
Three crew armed with hand weapons.

A Sapper Team has 2-4 crew equipped with two-handed weapons.
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SPELLS

Here are the spell cards in Warhammer 4th edition style but compatible with Warhammer 5th edition. We recommend you
to print both sides on thick paper or card and cut With a cutter.

RANGE: 24”

GLITZEN TWINKLES

POWER 2

ILLUSION OF PITFALL

May be cast at any model or unit
within 24” of the caster. The target is
surrounded by twinkles and glitz. No
model may see from, into, or through
the mist. Missiles may not be fired at
or by the target. The affected models
may move in a random direction at half
rate, but the mist stays with them. If the
target engages in close combat, the mist
extends over all the combatants and the
number of hits caused by both sides
is halved, rounding up. A unit broken
while covered by glitz is destroyed.

RANGE: 36”

A bottomless cavern opens up all
around the unit, leaving a single “safe
route”. May be cast on a single model
or unit within 36”. Each time the
target wishes to move it must pass a
Leadership test on a 3d6. If it fails, the
wizard may move the unit instead.

REMAINS IN PLAY WHEN CAST

POWER 1

REMAINS IN PLAY WHEN CAST

POWER 1

ILLUSORY DISTANCE

RANGE: 18”

TRICKSY GNOMES

The spell affects the caster and the unit
they are with. Missile weapons must roll
a 4+ on a D6 to accurately approximate
the range of the unit, then roll to hit.
The spell is dispelled if the wizard and
the unit he is with enter close combat.

POWER 1

2d6 Gnome illusions may be placed as a
unit anywhere within 18” of the caster.
These illusions move like Gnomes,
block line of sight and take casualties
from missile weapons like Gnomes.
They disappear instantly if they
encounter an enemy in close combat.

REMAINS IN PLAY WHEN CAST

You can make a double-sided print of this page to cut out your own Gnome Spell deck.
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SPELL

GNOME

SPELL

SPELL

GNOME

SPELL

GNOME

GNOME

Speargnomes proudly gather around their regimental and cantonal standards

You can make a double-sided print of this page to cut out your own Gnome Spell deck.
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RANGE: 18”

POWER 1

RANGE: 3”

HOP, SKIP, AND A JUMP

POWER 2

SNEAKY TIPTOES

The spell may be used on the caster
themselves, or a single model within 3”.
The target disappears and may reappear
anywhere on the battlefield. The model
may move directly into hand-to-hand
combat if desired, and will count as
charging on the first round.

RANGE: 24”

GUMDROPS
Suddenly a unit of yours isn’t where the
enemy had been led to believe it was!
Remove a unit of Gnomes and place it
up to 18” away. The unit may be moved
into hand-to-hand combat, in which
case they count as charging.

POWER 1

Soothing images of home distract the
troops from the chaos and terror of
combat. May be cast on any model or
unit within 24”. Fleeing models will
rally. If not fleeing, the affected models
may neither move nor fire missiles in
the following turn unless it passes a
Leadership test first.

SPOOKY HI-JINX

ALVERADIE’S ENTOURAGE

POWER 1

POWER 3

LOTTI’S STRATAGEM

A host of Gnomely images appear
about the caster, they leap in the way
of oncoming arrows. Any hit scored by
a shooting attack against the caster is
deflected harmlessly. Any close combat
blow against the caster requires a 6 to
hit.

RANGE: 24”

POWER 1

The spell may be used to “dispel” any
piece of “illusory terrain”. A terrain
piece is “illusory” if no model has
come in base contact with it this game.
Remove the terrain piece from play.

This spell can be cast at a single model
or unit within 24”, causing it to flee
immediately, no test allowed. The target
may subsequently attempt to rally, but
at -3 penalty on its Ld. Does not affect
creatures that are not fully alive, e.g.
Undead and Daemons.

REMAINS IN PLAY WHEN CAST

You can make a double-sided print of this page to cut out your own Gnome Spell deck.
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EXAMPLE TITLE

VISIONS FROM

RYNN’S WORLD
AN INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL KETTLEWOOD
BY DR. THE VIKING
I spend a lot of time looking for nice old-school stuff
on the internet. One day in doing so, I stumbled upon
an Instagram account called i_eat_lead_in_secret. I was
simply blown away by the total adherence to the oldschool style in the images that I saw. Scenes of battle like
they were straight out of an old ’80s White Dwarf or some
forgotten Rogue Trader book. It was a rare occasion of a
perfect storm: the minis, the painting style, the scenery
and the composition – all of it matched exactly the spirit
of days gone by. But it was brand new! In fact, it was
being created in Scotland on a daily basis. I immediately
contacted the guy behind the account and asked him to
contribute to our little magazine here. We will feature his
battle scenes in the coming issues, starting with this one.
In addition, he agreed to do a full interview, because we
have got to know more about this guy! On the following
pages, you can read the interview and see the fabulous
creations.
Dr. The Viking: Yeah, hello! So let’s try this. I thought we
might start out hearing a bit about yourself? Who are you?
Do you have an actual job next to building all these awesome
scenes?
Michael Kettlewood: My real-life name is Michael Kettlewood
and I’m a 44-year-old man born and bred in Stirling, Scotland,
UK. I work full time as a print manager and designer. Outside
of gaming I enjoy mountaineering, exploring old and forgotten
places and art, which all feed back into my inspiration.
Dr.: Ah, okay! I begin to put the puzzle together. So tell me,
Michael, when did you start the hobby and how big a deal is
it for you? Do you play regularly? Never play?
MK: My first introduction to the world of Warhammer would
be 2nd edition Fantasy Battle back in 1984, I had to do a
bit of counting back there! Lots of people in my family like
my cousins and uncle were gamers, so my older brother was
heavily into all things fantasy. I grew up in a house where we
had been passed on miniatures and rulebooks for stuff like
Traveller, RuneQuest and D&D. I had no idea what half of it
meant but loved the illustrations and the little lead men. My
brother was kind enough to let his annoying little brother
join in at the tender age of nine although I think he was
happy to have an opponent (willing victim) to practice on.
Around the same time, the Fighting Fantasy and Lone Wolf
books were being published and I was hooked. I guess it was
a culmination of all the stuff I had seen and read already but
in a game that I could really get to grips with.
The first Warhammer Fantasy force I owned and painted
myself was a small Undead force made up of the classic 1988
Skeleton Army Box set, some kindly gifted metal Citadel
Undead, and a Tom Meier Zombie Dragon! With the inks from
the Citadel Expert Ink set and some tips from my brother I set

about painting them up as best as an 11-year old boy could.
Those inks certainly helped with my efforts!
I managed to persuade some of my friends to get involved in
buying and painting and we started playing Fantasy Battle
3rd edition most weekends. However, our teenage brains were
quickly seduced by the Grimdark explosive power of WH40K
Rogue Trader and we got heavily into that too. Having grown
up on a diet of 2000AD comics, SciFi and watching the Mad
Max films endlessly it immediately appealed to our group.
From there we went onto loads of other stuff like Warhammer
Fantasy Roleplay, Confrontation and even Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles RPG. I was always into all the aspects of the
hobby such as painting, terrain building, writing scenarios/
homebrew rules and even map drawing. Around ’95 we
started to discover other distractions such as beer and girls
and all our miniatures and books were stored away in attics
to gather dust for the next 20 or so years…
Fast forward to 2015 and I started to dig out some of my
miniatures, intending to sell them for some quick cash, this
didn’t quite go as planned. Research on what they were
worth and where to sell them quickly turned into reading
Oldhammer blogs, joining groups and buying lots more
second-hand miniatures. My first project being to collect
and paint all the RT501 Imperial Army miniatures with
over 60 individual characters. It was no easy start, but
great fun. Things very quickly spiralled out of control and
before I knew it, I was hoarding more old lead than I could
ever paint. I never intended to start playing again, but met
a really friendly bunch of folk locally in Scotland. We have
a small group that meets every few months to play lots of
the classics, including 40K RT, Fantasy Battle, Man O’ War,
Mighty Empires and even some homebrew stuff. I only get
a game in every few months and would like to play more
but I’m glad I returned to the hobby. When I’m not gaming
I switch between painting miniatures and terrain building,
which always keeps me fresh and inspired. I’m hoping to get
along to the Bring Out Your Lead event down in Newark one
year and get involved. It would be good to finally meet some
of the folks that have encouraged and inspired me during my
middle-aged Warhammer renaissance.
Gaming and fantasy have been a thread running throughout
my life in one way or another and it’s hard to imagine not
having that connection, so it’s a massive deal to me. I don’t
think I could ever lose interest as it’s part of who I am. I’ve
just become a father in the past year and I really hope my son
will also share my passion, fingers crossed!
Dr.: Wow! That is quite a luxury start if I may say so. I can’t
imagine what growing up in a house with gamers must be
like! So how did you take it from that to doing all these
wonderful scenes? Was it a Covid-project? Predates that?
Something you’ve done for a loooong time?
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Colonel Hawker and his troops prepare for
the ensuing onslaught. The old ramparts of
the fortress garrison on Rynn’s World are
breached by Ork Dreadnoughts. The following battle will tell if
Man or Ork will rule the smoking ruins.
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MK: Setting up the retro style photoshoots is something
that happened quite naturally, after a while I had built up
a decent collection of miniatures and terrain and wasn’t
getting to play as much as I would like. The one aspect of the
hobby that fired my imagination right from the offset was
the photography in the White Dwarf and the GW rulebooks. I
still vividly remember seeing the giant poster of Gary Chalk’s
Kai Monastery diorama from 1985 and being blown away,
and ever since then I was obsessed with the magic of these
scenes. It was always the highlight of anything I read and
quite magical to my young mind, it was only recently that I
worked out some of that magic such as bases being buried
in flock! It was only in the past few years I realised that as a
proper grown up with access to a decent digital SLR (single
lens reflective camera), room for a studio in the attic and the
wisdom of the internet, I could taste just a little bit of that
magic in my own house!

and less tabletop and engaged in more ‘adult’ pursuits. I kind
of regret missing out on that period at the time but it was
enjoyable coming back to the hobby and seeing where it had
gone from that backward-looking perspective.

Dr.: You seem to be inspired mostly by GW’s Rogue Trader
universe, how do you view GW and the evolution of their
games? Here at HeroHammer of course we take it 10 years
or so further, but we appreciate that a lot of hobbyists got off
the train before that.

Dr.: Now Michael, for the technical nerds out there – if people
wanted to do this at home: What’s your setup, considerations,
and common mistakes you’ve made yourself? How much time
does creating these scenes take?

MK: I find it fascinating, especially looking back over it from
beginning to end, and with hindsight and a more critical set
of eyes you can definitely see how the Warhammer and 40K
Universes evolved and what shaped some of those directions.
In the Rogue Trader period it was a real melting pot of what
would have shaped and influenced the writers and artists.
Lots of 2000AD, dystopian Mad Max futures, some silly
humour, parody, and even a bit of 1980s punk culture thrown
in. It had a distinctly UK feel and was a world away from a
lot of other more US-based games, which always felt a bit
cheesy. I think the age and experience of the young team at
GW also shows, it has quite a conceptual, DIY feel which has
a certain charm. Going into 40K 2nd edition and beyond WFB
3rd edition, the GW style seemed much more cohesive and
planned. My 40K Ork army was from around this period so I
have quite a soft spot for the mad Ork rulesets and miniatures
of that time. Although I can appreciate much of the work from
the Herohammer period, I was taking myself far too seriously
as a teen and it didn’t really appeal so much! That’s about the
time I began to play more WHFRP (Warhammer Fantasy RPG)

Looking at the current content GW is putting out is still
interesting although it just doesn’t appeal to me, and in
all honesty it’s probably not designed to. I can still see the
appeal it would have to my younger self. The creative guys
have grown up in a completely different world and have been
influenced by a much more global creative sphere, and it
really shows in what’s created. I’m happy about the various
nods to where the game came from with re-imaginings of
stuff like Necromunda and creatures like Zoats. There always
seems to be a lot of negativity about the hobby but overall
it’s great to see it going strong and whole new generations
of gamers joining.

MK: I’m fairly low-tech and like to take an easy approach
where possible. My setup consists of two anglepoise lamps
with 7500 lumen white light bulbs, an entry-level digital SLR,
tripod and a backscene mounted on MDF board. I’m also lucky
to have a floored attic which means plenty of space. Once you
start building terrain, especially large pieces, you quickly run
out of room. Having a large tray is always useful if you want
to bury the bases in flock or slate chippings. This is an old
trick that GW used to use and it looks great, key is to have
all your models in the correct places before adding the flock,
and to have a soft brush to clean down the bases once you’re
finished. What I lack in photography skills and fancy lighting
I can always fix in Photoshop with a few simple tricks. I’m
lucky to have a job and background where I have training
and software to do this, although there’s plenty cheaper
alternatives for photo editing and design out there and plenty
advice online. In all honesty, my miniature painting is of a
‘certain style’, meaning I’ve not really developed much and
still paint using old techniques. If you compose your scene
to capture a sense of excitement, tell a story in one shot and
light it well a tabletop standard of painting will look pretty good.

Hawker watches in disbelief as the Orkoid death machines trudge directly over the debris.
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What the Orks lack in skill, they make up for in numbers. Soon the whole garrison is overrun.

Early on I just charged in without a plan and wasted a lot of
time just moving elements around, I now try and plan ahead
to get the most out of my time. A rough story and a schedule
of shots sounds dull, but it really pays off. I think the best
advice is don’t ever be afraid to make mistakes, you will learn
so much from them, and that mindset will set you free to
create.
Dr.: Hmmm. That sound doable. Maybe I should give this a
try at some point. Okay, we’re running out of time here, so
one last question: If you were to point us all in the direction
of some of your hobby heroes, who’d you recommend? Give
me three.
MK: Firstly, I would say the real heroes of the story are all the
people across the Old-/Middle-/Herohammer communities. All
the bloggers, painters, builders, sculptors and re-imaginers
of imaginary worlds keep this alive, when in all honesty it
could have just disappeared into obscurity. It seems to be a
rare thing nowadays to find an online community that is so
inspiring, encouraging, and positive to each other. Some of
the creativity coming out of here is just mind-blowing and
it just seems to keep growing and evolving, let’s hope this
continues. It’s hard to pick one individual when there’s so
much great work going so I’m going to choose a group of
people. I’ve got massive respect for the guys that are sculpting
the new miniatures inspired by the stuff of yesterday and
getting them cast up and out there. Looking at an illustration
and dreaming of that miniature that never was with such
passion that you then make it a reality is something special.
I’ve turned my hand to giving it a try and working at that
scale in that detail is tough! Especially in a world where
you’re held up against miniatures created with 3-D packages.
So hats off to those guys.
Here’s my big three places I always find myself going back to.
There is so much great content out there

but these guys stand out. I really love the whole hobby blog
thing as it reminds me of the DIY ethos of fanzines from the
early days. First up is Realm of Zhu, from Zhu Bajie, I just love
the content, the variety of subjects, the quality of the writing
and the range of work. I’m guessing he’s probably around my
age as I find it all very relatable and off my gaming era. His
black and white artwork is also good, and very much takes
me back to the early eighties style of gaming books.
Next up is Realms of Chaos 80s from Nico, this is purely
based on the painting and miniatures which are really of
another world. I suspect Nico has made some sort of pact with
a greater Chaos Power as his conversion work and painting
are quite unreal. His most recent new virtually scratch-built
Land Raider is worth checking out, decked out for the World
Eaters chapter, it looks great. My last choice is some home
talent from here in Scotland and goes by the name Ketil Trout
on Facebook and Instagram. Andrew has been to a couple of
our meet-ups first-hand and I’ve had the pleasure of seeing
his miniatures in the flesh (or lead). The attention to detail
from the style, colours, banners, and basing is unreal, and
when it all comes together produces a unique style. If I was
to pick out one aspect of his work, it would be the shield and
banner work, which is a work of art in itself.
Dr.: Well, thanks for your time Michael and I will be sure to
look up those guys and their blogs! After all, it is these small
nests of cool stuff that keep the hobby alive!
MK: Cheers!

You can follow Michael at @i_eat_lead_in_secret
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By Joshua Van Zaane, Jon Webb and Gordon Bissell
In this issue of the fanzine, I ask two well-known community members from the Epic Space Marine Facebook
Group to have some fun and make lists for the recently covered Warlords supplement.
Okay, so both Jon and Gordon are seasoned commanders of
Orks and Squats respectively so I thought it fitting that I asked
them to play out a remote game which I will host from lists
they have built. So, let’s take a look at the army cards to see
what each commander has chosen for their 3,000 points in the
upcoming battle.

BILDIN’ A BETTA WAAAGH!
An Ork army provides the
budding Warlord with a possibly
overwhelming number of choices
and it’s very easy to quickly
burn all your points on funky
weapons and snazzy Gargants and
then watch your glorious horde
crumble beneath the weight of
Imperial or Squat firepower. I like
to think of myself as more Morka
than Gorka (cunning but brutal) so
I build Clans to carry out specific
functions on the table and aim to not get too distracted by the
exciting but possibly tactically questionable bits of the army
list. When approaching an Epic army, I usually think about
how the army will deploy and how the first two to three turns
will roll out. This helps me decide what to pick and how to play
it. If a game lasts longer than three turns then likely all bets are
off and the game has descended into several smaller skirmishes
with the miraculously unbroken remains of the combatants
scrabbling to find the decisive moves to win.
Joshua has asked me to build the 3,000 points Ork force of
my dreams but I actually decided to build something a little
different with this one. Maybe one day I can get this list to the
table and find out how badly I messed up. I tend to build my Epic
armies in roughly 1,000-point blocks, each tasked with one job.
That way I can hopefully compete in all phases of the game
and have a sensible starting strategy that isn’t too complicated,
so that when opponents do things I am not expecting I have a
simple response. That’s the plan anyway.
I break the table into three “sections”. My deployment zone, my
half of no man’s land and my opponent’s half of no man’s land.
To be tactically safe, I need to be able to reach into all three to
feel comfortable and hopefully anything that is getting over the
halfway line can reach into the opposing deployment zone to
deal with any artillery or stragglers. As such, I broke my 3,000
points into three. The first Clan is my “defensive” Clan. This
will be a slow (likely foot slogging) one, that hangs back with
the longest-range weapons and holds my baseline Objectives.
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The most obvious choice here is the Bad Moons. Their -2 target
save mod on their bolters and 50 cm range lets them reach past
the halfway line from deployment where hopefully they can sit
on First Fire for the bulk of the game and blast away. If they
have to move, then a turn one advance or run is likely the first
and last movement they will carry out all game.
To support this Clan and reinforce its nature as a shooting one,
I added a card of Pulsa Rockets and a card of Braincrushers.
These provide more long-range shooting and are my best hope
against any Titans or larger war engines heading my way. I
also decided to take a risk, adding a Weirdboy Tower to the
mix. I have a love-hate relationship with the Tower, it needs to
be hidden turn one so it can absorb energy but then it cannot
shoot on First Fire in turn two as it likely won’t have LOS to
anything... I think mostly it’s there as a distraction as your
opponent can’t ignore it. This gives me a pretty solid defensive
Clan, with a break point of 15 and giving up a reasonable 12
VPs should the worst happen.

For my second Clan, I wanted something to reach into the first
half of the table. There are a few different ways this could have
gone, but rather than the obvious choice of Evil Sunz or Blood
Axes, I decided to go with the Goffs. This was mostly due to
them having the strongest CAF of all the Clans, but also because
they bring eight stands of Nobz which I think are the secret
weapon of the Ork army. Of course, a Clan of foot slogging
Goffs isn’t going to be reaching past the halfway line in most
games, so they needed transport. Two cards of Battlewagons
and a Skull Hammer give everyone something to ride and let
the Clan move 45-50 cm in turn one on the charge which is
perfect for grabbing midline Objectives and threatening the
enemy half of the table.They would race across the table in turn
one and bail out, try not to attract too much artillery fire as they
cluster round their transports, then in turn two, depending on
enemy play would either hunker down and hold what they have
captured, move towards the enemy lines or else charge anyone
foolish enough to have got too close. To support this advance
and add some decent mid-range shooting, I added two cards
of Gutrippers. Their surprising CAF and reasonable battle
cannons might surprise passing Titans and if nothing else gives

WARLORDS
me more flexibility for what might be seen as a very combat
focussed Clan. This gave me my biggest Clan, with a break
point of 15 and 12 VPs on the table for getting there. They will
be in the thick of the fighting and likely take a lot of casualties,
but hopefully between the Nobz and armour I can take on all
comers and win.
At this point I was well over two thirds of the way through my
points, with both Clans coming in at 1,150 points each. This
left me with a few tricky choices for my remaining 700 points.
I could essentially do one of three things: add a Gargant, add
another Clan or take my customary Warlord and a sprinkling
of extras or Special cards. I decided to stick to my cunning
but brutal thinking and took a third Clan. Needing something
to threaten the enemy side of the table, and with the points I
had left all I could add was the Kult of Speed. With only 700
points to spend I had to think carefully about what to bulk them
out with as their base break point is worryingly low given how
fragile those bikes and buggies could be.
One thing I have learned with the Kult is not to think of them
as a melee unit. While they should be able to pick their fights
due to their speed, unless they are really mobbing up, they will
struggle in many one-on-one combats. As such, I wanted to
make this a speedy and close-range shooty force. The plan being

they would race off to engage enemy formations that want to
keep you at arm’s length, such as artillery and slow-moving
infantry groups. As such, I added two cards of Spleen Rippers
for more surprising medium tank hunting ability, as well as
some Bowelburnas and Scorchas to help deal with infantry
hiding out in forests and buildings. This took them to an okay
16 break points and they would only give up eight points when
they inevitably broke. By turn two they would be in the enemy
back lines, trying to pick off stragglers, any artillery not well
guarded or jumping on Objectives that had been ignored. With
all my points gone, it seems like that’s my force, but there are a
few cunning tricks to bring extra options to the table.
I hadn’t bought a single special card (no Gargants or Warlord!)
which meant the obvious bonus was to bring some Freebooters.
These cost zero points and give any Warlord a reasonably
independent unit that can distract, guard or steal Objectives out
on the flanks. I often take them to look after one of my baseline
Objectives, turn one you charge them to where they need to be,
then they sit there (ideally in cover) for the rest of the game,
taking pot shots and looking for any sneaky flank charges they
can pull off. I also had three spare slots in my support choices
and again, there was a sneaky option... Madboyz. I could take
two cards with the Bad Moons and one with the Kult and they
would join up to form a rather impressive 12 stand formation

JON’S ORK ARMY CARDS

JOSHUA VAN ZAANE
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when battle started. For zero points, that was a bargain. With a
break point of 6 and giving up only 1 VP, these would make an
ideal distraction. Don’t ever expect anything from Madboyz,
between their random orders and Madboy table they will never
go where you want and do what you expect, but a free mob
of Ork Boyz that may randomly become raging Berserkers
is nothing to sneeze at, especially if they distract or tie up
something your opponent could better use elsewhere.
Ultimately, this force may catch players off guard, the lack of
Gargants and the lack of Warlord is certainly off type for the
average Ork force. I tend to find Gargants can be a bit of a
distraction, they are pretty random in their effect and rely on
luck with their belly guns when hunting enemy Titan class foes.
By leaving them out, you may catch people off guard and you
also then don’t have a giant target that gives up decent points
when it explodes. Not having the Warlord is more unusual for
me, but I tend to find they sit around on guard duty for any
artillery and by having the Bad Moon Clan do much the same I
figured I could get away without them.
The major weakness in the force is its slight lack of punch
against Titans, but between the Nobz, Bad Moons and the
scattered medium tanks I think there is enough there to keep
them honest. I find grabbing Objectives and breaking company
cards is a much easier path to victory than killing Titans so I
don’t think I’ll worry too much... unless a Warlord Battlegroup
comes my way.
I haven’t picked any of the really Orky stuff, only one Mekboy
card, no Gargants, Mekboy Wagons or Super Weapons, but this
should be a solid, dependable force and if nothing else, shows
you the strengths and weaknesses of three of the core Clans.
You could always use one of them as a starting point then add
your own cards to taste in your own games. Hopefully that’s
given you a bit of an insight into one approach to building Ork
forces. There are plenty of other ways you can go and maybe
next time I’ll look at a Gargant themed list, or some of the
weirder stuff. But for now, that’s my list and I’m sticking to it
(until it’s miserably defeated in battle...)

SQUAT FORCES
When Josh invited me to play an
online game of Epic during these
worrying times of pandemic,
I practically bit his arm off at
the opportunity! What he has
been doing with his Crown of
Command Community has been
really inspirational and motivating
to me personally, but the one itch
I’ve been unable to scratch is
getting actual games in! When I
heard that the battle was going to
involve Squats and Orks – two of my all-time favourite Epic
forces – I was doubly delighted! And to add to that, I was
also further thrilled to learn that, via the wonders of modern
technology, I would face Jon Webb across the tabletop... At the
same time though, this gave me pause for thought! I knew I
was going to be up against a fellow veteran who would be a
formidable opponent! Paying him the respect due, I spent some
time carefully curating my force. Jon was taking the Orks, so
perhaps fittingly for my nationality, I took the most Scottish
Epic army out there: the Squats!
I’ll start off by saying that I’m a bit of a greedy player when
it comes to playing Epic! I always gravitate towards fielding
larger armies so that I can field a little bit of everything! 2nd
Edition Epic really has so many units with cool abilities and
interesting special rules that I always want to have all the toys
at my disposal! Along with the scale and sweep, it’s always been
one of the reasons I love the game so much: the possibilities are
endless! For new players it’s probably a bit overwhelming, but
grizzled campaigners like myself who grew up with these armies
tend to know most of these units inside out. So, instead of my
usual starting point of 5,000 points, creating a 3,000-point army
proved to be a fun challenge! I know there will be units that I’ll
regret not being able to field – Goliath Super-Heavy Battery, I’m
looking at you – but, equally, I know that Jon will face similarly
difficult decisions and, with so many options available in the Ork
army, much likely a far tougher dilemma with his own force.

GORDON’S SQUAT ARMY CARDS

JOHN BLANCHE
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Choosing Companies is the starting point for any Epic army
and one place that the Squats tend to struggle with is with their
mobility. With their lumbering mobs of Boyz, the Orks have
similar issues, but I fully expect Jon to ensure his Orks will all
be riding battlewagons to tear up the table to get in amongst my
Squats! For that reason, I wanted to start my army by ensuring
that I had one of the most manoeuvrable companies available
– the Squat Biker Force – on the list. The Bikers are the great
mainstays of every Squat force I run. They are incredibly
fast, will allow me to secure a couple of objectives, and their
impressive +4 Close Assault Factor will allow them, if given
the chance, to tear through the Kult of Speed like a hot knife
through butter. With so much of the Squat army being fairly
immobile, the Bike Guilder Company really is essential for any
Squat Force. I added the Land Train Special Card and Land
Train Battlecars to complete the line-up, more on that later!

handy with that stubborn rule which allows them to reroll 1’s
in Close Combat and, more importantly for the job at hand, 1’s
and 2’s against Orks! This will make them incredibly hard for
enemy Boyz to break down...though Ork Nobz will be a far
tougher proposition. A second squad of Berserkers comes with
the Land Train so they’re handy to have as well. My favourite
squad of Squat troops have to be the Thunderers. With an eyewatering 15 attack dice in a unit, I love these guys! I’ve seen
these units decimate the opposition on countless occasions
and they are the perfect antidote to a swarm of Ork Boyz and
Battlewagons. I added three squadrons of Squat Rhinos to
transport my Thunderers and two squads of Berserkers. It’ll be
key to get them into positions where they can lay down a heavy
hail of fire or engage the rampaging Orks to contest objectives.
In an ideal world, I’d prefer the Warriors to have transports as
well, but points are at a premium here...

For the second Company, I selected the Warrior Brotherhood.
I had a few other ideas about other Companies, but in the end,
it would have felt wrong not to bring the Brotherhood to the
table. To be honest, I’m not a big fan of the Warriors, mostly
because they remind me of Tactical Marines, Eldar Guardians
and Ork Boyz, all of whom fall into that unhappy territory of
being average in close combat and lacklustre in firefights. I
pretty much see them as ineffectual for anything other than
as cannon fodder to distract the opponent for juicier targets
or to camp on objectives. I’m very much a person who omits
such troops in favour of Devastators and Assault Troops. I
know it’s not very flavourful, but I’ve always had a preference
for specialists since the early days of 2nd Edition when I fell
in love with Eldar Aspect Warriors, most notably the likes of
Striking Scorpions and Dark Reapers. Though the Berserkers’
CAF isn’t exceptional, these close assault squads can be pretty

To add to the Thunderers’ hail of fire, I throw in my old friend
the Overlord Armoured Airship. These have phenomenal
firepower and a knack for being able to soak up whatever the
enemy throws back at them. That’s assuming of course that
enemies can get into range of them as I love to fly them high
which adds 25 cm to enemy range – which often nicely keeps
them out of range from Orks in particular. Their only downside
is that they can’t capture objectives, but it’s a small price to pay
for such a heavy-hitting unit!
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The Iron Eagles are among my favourite units for Squats,
partly because the design of them reminds me a little of the
Hunter-Killers from The Terminator films, but mostly because
their speed allows them to get into positions where their three
attack dice can come to bear on an outflanked force and help
me to steal any unguarded objectives deep in enemy territory!

WARLORDS
Finally, the real Arkenstones in the crown for the Squats are
their heavy hitting war machines! These machines are the
real icons of the Squat army and can demoralise and drive an
enemy to distraction as their Void Shields soak up all sorts of
incoming fire. They’d be in any force I’d have anyway, but I’m
acutely aware that the Orks really struggle to destroy these
machines... provided I can dodge any incoming Gutbuster ball
rounds! The Land Train is insanely powerful, bristling with
gun turrets, cannons, flamers, mortar and the Rad Bomb! I’m
hoping that bomb with its huge template might seriously thin
an enemy mob’s numbers! Completing my army is the Colossus
which is equally powerful with an insane 8 attack dice with an
excellent 4+ on their to-hit rolls, a Thunderer and Doomsday
Cannon – and Plasma Missiles which I intend to use in a similar
fashion to the Rad Bomb! If it came down to firepower alone,
the Squats would win hands down every time... but Orks have
the numbers!

Orks are typically set up for a full out assault and Squats excel
in defence, so I think we’ll both be preparing for the other to
play to their force’s strengths. If I’m lucky and manage to win
Initiative, I’ll force the Orks into moving first and with the
Guild Bikers and Berserkers in the Rhinos may well be able to
get right in amongst the Orks, doing some serious damage from
the get-go. The Warlord in my Warrior Brotherhood can be
called upon once per game to offer a +1 bonus to that roll (even
after Initiative has been rolled), so that may be very important!
If there are any objectives in woods deep in my own half of the
board, then the Warriors will plod directly into them, tasked
with holding them against whatever the Orks can muster. I can’t
lie about their odds... but they have my sympathies. Thunderers
will be headed for any buildings with a good view of the
battlefield bombarding whatever they can. The Rhinos are not
attached to the troops, so once they’ve delivered their infantry,
they’ll be freed up, very handy for slowing down what I expect
to be a highly manoeuvrable Ork army, hopefully outflanking
the Orks and stealing objectives deep in their territory, or at the
very least forcing their rampaging mobs to deviate and divide
their forces.
The remaining units are pretty much weapons platforms
that really only have to worry about ball rounds from enemy
Gargants and perhaps a marauding Ork Warboss and his

DAVE GALLAGHER

THE PLAN

retinue of Nobz. They’ll be positioned on the most open terrain,
hoping to invite the Orks onto them. Let the green tide come.
We’ll mow them down in their droves. The Orks are hard to
break with their huge mobs, but never underestimate the
stubbornness of Squats – they won’t break unless they’ve lost
two-thirds of a unit’s strength! In previous clashes, I’ve seen
both sides take horrific casualties and still struggle to defeat the
other. It will be interesting to see who comes out on top in this
bloody war of attrition!
Of course, terrain is critical in every battle. It will greatly
favour my forces if there is a large open expanse on the board.
On the other hand, if there’s a lot of buildings and woods, my
Colossus and Land Train may struggle to get into the action.
With a third of my points tied up in those two units alone, if
I am unable to get them into the fight, the Orks could really
overrun and overwhelm my force!
That said, I’m happy with my plan. We’ll defend deep, inviting
them on, possibly sacrificing a single flank of the board to Ork
incursions – but key will be getting those Bikes and Berserkers
into close assaults where they can dominate while the big boys
tear up anything in sight! Right! That’s enough talk! Let’s get
stuck right intae ‘em, lads!

JOHN BLANCHE

Look out for issue 3 of the fanzine as there will be a battle
report of the clash between the two armies featured in this
article.

Gordon Bissell has been an Epic fanatic since 1st Edition
Adeptus Titanicus and Space Marine were first released.
Passionate about wargaming and tabletop roleplaying
games, he has been blogging about his favourite games for
some time and now, inspired by his appearance on Crown
of Command, hosts his Life of Die Podcast which is
available on YouTube and a whole host of other platforms.
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INQUIRIES OF THE

INQUISITION
Bryan Collis

Welcome, Bryan Collis, to the HeroHammer Fanzine, with the
wonderfully painted Skaven army that Bryan has been working
on in the Call of the Crown painting challenge.
Josh thought, seeing this is a Skaven themed issue, he would
ask Bryan to share some of his very nicely painted miniatures
of his personal collection and ask him a few questions.
HeroHammer (HH): So
Bryan, how did you get your
start into the miniature
painting hobby?
Bryan Collis (BC): Firstly, I just wanted to pass on a huge thank
you to the team behind HeroHammer magazine, you’ve done
just an amazing job here recreating the look and feel of the
Herohammer era and I was thrilled to be asked to contribute.
How did I get started? Ah, like many, I’m sure, I was drawn like
a moth to the dizzying lights and glossy window displays of my

The Skaven emerge from a hill ready to kill-kill.
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local Games Workshop store in Chatswood, Sydney (which I’m
reliably informed was store #1 for Australia). I saw a crowd
of schoolmates already inside being taken through a really
animated intro game of Space Marines vs Orks from the brandnew 2nd edition base 40k set and I pretty much just watched on
in wonder really.
After a while I strolled around to the painted displays, picked
up a white dwarf with cracking ’Eavy Metal paint jobs, and I
honestly think I was hooked then and there.

BRYAN COLLIS’ SKAVEN ARMY
With mum and dad’s help I walked out of the store with my first
mini (a Deathwing heavy flamer) and I’ve never looked back.
HH: Would you consider yourself more of a gamer, painter
or a bit of both?
BC: Ah, always a painter, me. There’s always been this
immense sense of satisfaction and calm that comes from sitting
down to a couple of hours of uninterrupted painting time that
I find incredibly therapeutic – especially after a long day’s
work. And always the joy that comes when the current mini I’m
working on makes it into ‘the cabinet’ to sit on display. I’m also
just recently trying to better understand mini photography, so
that’s a bit of a new artistic frontier for me as well.
My ambition (again, like many, I’m sure) is to have a painted
version of each army set in a display cabinet.
Where possible I’m looking to replicate the armies shown in the
5th edition army books which were just stunning and are a big
source of inspiration to keep pushing through 5th edition minis
(and for those who know the extra-large Wood Elf double-page
spread army shot from the era, pray for me when I get around
to that one!).
I do like the idea of giving gaming a go – but it’s never been a
strong suit of mine. I can imagine that I wouldn’t put up much
of a fight in terms of picking a competitive army, but so long as
they look respectable then I’d be happy!
HH: Do you have plans to play with this Skaven army with
friends in the future?
BC: Not so much ambitions around playing, but if the
opportunity arose then I’d certainly have a crack at it. If I
did end up getting them into a game, you could be sure that
everything on the table would need to be fully painted first!
I’m not actually sure that there’s much call for 5th edition
communities where I am, but I would be happy to be proven
wrong!
HH: Do you have a particular favourite Skaven model?
BC: I’ve really enjoyed painting Thanquol so far, sinking my
teeth into a bit more depth and colour movement through the
robe work, but I’d say that tackling Deathmaster Snikch is a
prospect I’m savouring. It’s such an iconic mini and worthy
of a lot of painting effort in my mind. He’s definitely a reward
incentive to keep pushing myself through the rank-and-file
troops.

Grey Seer Tanquol

I just can’t get myself enthusiastic about painting them so they
have drifted toward the back of the queue…
HH: And finally, what are your plans to expand the army in
the future?
BC: Ah I have big plans, there’s over 4,000 points in minis
I’ve drawn into a list for the CoC challenge, so there’s many
more rats to get onto the painting table to reach that milestone.
At present I’ve lost my painting area to storage for a couple
of months while moving houses, but when I’m back, there’s a
pack of 6 rat ogres that have been bellowing at me for some
attention... more to come on that front soon, I hope.
For those interested in following along, I keep a Twitter gallery
of my WFB and 40k collections under the name “Oldhammer
Mad!” https://twitter.com/OldhammerMad
HH: Thank you for answering my questions so the readers
could learn more about yourself and to hopefully catch up
with you to talk about it in person one day, and to see your
amazing collection in person.

HH: Which Skaven miniature was the most challenging that
you had to paint so far?
BC: I’d say from a physical painting perspective, the Screaming
Bell is a tad more complicated than the other ratmen I’ve
tackled so far, it’s so fiddly, and immense pinning was required
to keep everything in place.
The most mentally challenging though has been trying to work
through my (currently incomplete) Skaven Slaves regiment.
These are the 6-7th edition sculpts where the noses got a bit
pointier and the poses are a bit more decrepit and repetitive.
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BRYAN COLLIS’
SKAVEN ARMY

PLAGUE CENSER BEARERS

A UNIT OF PLAGUE MONKS

SKAVEN ASSASSINS READY TO KILL-KILL

THE SKAVEN SCREAMING BELL IS PUSHED BY A UNIT OF CLANRATS

THE VERMIN LORD IN ALL HIS GLORY

SKAVEN WARLORD

SKAVEN SCREAMING BELL
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zI lluminations
THE WARHAMMER ART OF PABLO GALAPALO

BY DR. THE VIKING
During my many travels on Instragram, I came across Galapalo.
I have been intrigued by the technique of lino printing ever
since I was introduced to it in elementary school. When I saw
how Pablo combined lino with Warhammer, I was simply taken
aback! It was a fresh take on the art that I already loved, using
a technique that I totally dig. I had no choice but to try and get
Pablo to show off his stuff here in our fanzine. Before we let the
pictures do the talking, let’s hand it over to the artist.
Galapalo: I have been collecting Warhammer since I was 12
years old. The artists that worked with Games Workshop in the
’90s were my inspiration, and a big reason I became a fantasy
artist.
These were Paul Bonner, Karl Kopinski, Wayne England,
Adrian Smith, and Dave Gallagher for example but there are
many more. As I became more familiar with these artists, I
was more and more intrigued by their sources of inspiration.
Especially, the way they would borrow from history and pop
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culture in order to create something at once both a new creation
and a reflection of times past was inspiring.
It was this quality of Games Workshop, its ability to appeal to
everyone, which is what I most appreciated.

ABOUT THE TECHNIQUE
Relief printing is a technique that suits fantasy worlds very
well as it is a form of art that could have been created by some
craftsman living in that universe. When sketching your design
you add black (shadows) to the white canvas while and when
carving a linoleum you add white (light) to the dark block.
The process of translating one to another produces interesting
changes in the design. I use a desk etching press to print with
oil inks on high percentage cotton archival paper.
DRTV: Thanks Pablo! Now let’s have a look at the art. If you
are interested in getting more knowledge on relief printing you
can find numerous videos on YouTube on the subject.
You can follow his work on

@galapalo

ILLUMINATIONS - PABLO GALAPALO
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THANQUOL’S WARP-CRAZED ARMY
By Johannes S. Sorensen
Squeek! Welcome back to the Mathhammer Laboratory, Yes-yes. This time around, we’ll be
making a 2000 points Skaven Army, 5th Edition Warhammer Fantasy Battle. With Grey Seer
Thanquol leading the Warp-Crazed Test Subjects.
As per the last issue, I have given myself the challenge to build
an army list with limitations or conditions that would make me
consider other options in the roster. First, Thanquol would be
the general. Next, I would keep in line with panic breakpoints
for unit sizes. Last, I had to diversify my unit choices, and my
main regiment could not be plaguemonks.
This army is very much experimental, as I will explain later
in the article, but I think that lies in the spirit of the Ratmen
and is why this faction is among my favourites. I will be
going through my army and comparing each choice with the
mathhammer Skaven selection.

PLAGUE MONKS AND PLAGUE
CENSOR BEARERS
Of all the clans in the Under-Empire, Clan Pestilens is the
strongest with mathhammer. Plague Monks have Toughness 4
for 6 points/model, one unit can carry a magic banner and they
have frenzy to boot. In addition to these great statistics, they
also open up the opportunity to bring Plague Censor Bearers
and these are amazing: Hatred, immunity to psychology, a
chance to armour-pierce before combat starts, -1 to hit from
ranged in addition to the -1 from being skirmish. All in all, very
strong at 15 points/model. If Lord Skrolk, Plaguelord of Clan
Pestilens, was not forced to bring the expensive items Liber
Bubonicus and Rod of Corruption, he would likely be a good
choice for general as well.

allowing for more item diversity. Getting rerolls on warp tests
is helpful as well. Skaven magic is quite good, but the exclusive
Grey Seer spells are costly and require excessive support to be
successful. In this case and with this army list, drawing Death
Frenzy just might come in. Boneripper would be a great onedrop choice and not a bad addition to the army. Thanquol is,
however, rather expensive to field. I have given him the Flail of
Skulls to keep the theme going, and because it’s the best magic
weapon for its cost. This also helps him add to the damage
output of the Skavenbrew regiment. I decided to give the
combo to Thanquol, because if I got the desired roll of 6, or if I
was comfortable with one of the other options, then I could save
the Warpstone Charm for a dispel roll or ward save/combat roll.

SKAVENBREW REGIMENT
Skavenbrew gives a D6 roll before the start of the game. On
a 1 nothing happens, on 2-3 unit gains hatred, on 4-5 unit
becomes frenzied and on a 6, the unit becomes frenzied with
double movement characteristics, suffering D6 wounds to
the unit on a D6 roll of a 1 at the end of the Skaven turn. In
this case, my three chieftains, Thanquol and Boneripper will
all receive the buff I roll, and they will form the front line,

In most army lists, the best lineup would be 2-3 regiments of
Plague Monks each with 9 or more Censor Bearers to guard
them from charges or to weaken the enemy before the main
regiment arrives. Use a Banner of Defiance for your main
regiment of Plague Monks and you’re good to chase down the
enemy. In this experiment, I am using the Plague Monks units
as support for my main Skavenbrew regiment, and a Banner of
Sorcery to support Thanquol’s spellcasting.

GREY SEER THANQUOL
Joshua from the Crown of Command suggested that I use
Thanquol as the army general, and I decided to read his
description to find some inspiration on how to build the list.

JOSHUA VAN ZAANE

“Though Thanquol is often victorious his glory is only bought at
a high price in Skaven dead.” This quote made me immediately
think of Skavenbrew. Combining it with Warpstone Charm,
my chances of rolling that 6 for the brew are significantly
increased, and I am guaranteed a positive effect on the reroll.
Having a natural ward save of 4+ is decent when combined
with a cheap regiment to suffer the wounds instead, normally
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which is why I did not include a Standard Bearer with the
Skavenslaves that accompany them. Command models must be
in the front rank of a regiment, and I did not want my frontline
to be too wide, reducing mobility. The unit is 5 models wide,
equivalent to 6 20mm bases (3 Chieftains, Thanquol and
Boneripper). The Skavenslaves have been chosen over Clanrats
and Stormvermin because of cost, and potential effectiveness.
Stormvermin are expensive and cannot have spears, meaning
if my frontline is made of characters, they will not get to strike
anyway. They are unfortunately a choice that is rarely worth it
unless you desperately need that second magic banner. It is not
that Stormvermin cannot be made into a strong unit, Plague
Monks are simply cheaper and better. That will not stop me
from trying to find a good Stormvermin build though.

As you will notice in the army list, most of the units have been
set up with odd unit sizes. This is related to the panic break
points as mentioned earlier. I should also mention that this
army is designed from the VP100 system from tournaments,
and not the original VP system. Panic breakpoints stand for the
number of models a unit can lose to shooting or magic before it
has to take a panic test (25% losses). Rat Ogres have 9 models
so that the unit would have to lose 3 models before a panic test
is needed. When I am making army lists, this is something I
sometimes forget to keep track of, and that is why I have maxed
out its effect in this army build. Finding the points to make
each unit match these panic breakpoints is a great exercise in
building army lists. The unit that does not match these panic
breakpoints are the Plague Censor Bearers, but given that
they are immune to psychology and have hatred, it seemed
redundant to give them a breakpoint. I have merely included

JOSHUA VAN ZAANE

ODD-SIZED UNITS

as many as the list could afford. Plague Monks are frenzied,
and the Skavenbrew regiment could also get frenzy. However,
frenzy only makes you immune to psychology if you are within
charge range of an enemy unit, so they needed the break points
to not scurry off before they got into close combat.

THE SETUP
Thanquol, Boneripper, and his Skavenbrew regiment will take
up the centre of the field. They will be supported on either flank
by the two units of Plague Monks and Plague Censor Bearers.
Each unit of Plague Monks will be led by a Warlock Engineer.
These three units will be my main sources of damage through
magic, hopefully Skavenbrew, and Censor Bearers. Harpies
will support these units by dealing with aerial threats or catch
enemy war machines/ranged units. Packmasters with Rat Ogres
and Giant Rats will either delay the enemy on the flanks or
push up to look for flanking charges or enemy ranged units/war
machines. The 9 Skavenslaves will provide temporary cover
for my main unit against enemy ranged attacks, or they will
deploy in a corner to hold the tablequarter if no cover is needed.
I have included 3 Jezzail Weapons Teams to assist the
Harpies, Rat Ogres and Giant Rats with their targets as I have
significantly reduced the number of Harpies in this army list as
per usual. The Jezzails will be deployed as one group of 3 or
two groups of 1 and 2. This will depend on what I am facing.
Harpies are one of the best units in 5th edition. They are cheap
for flyer, and a great disruption unit. You can even add ranks to
them if so desired.

ÁNGEL SIGNES

Usually a Skaven army should include 3-4 groups of 5 Harpies,
if not more. The amount is only limited by your Monster
allowance. As you’ll see in the list, the 3 Packmasters with
18 Giant Rats come to the same cost as 5 Harpies and yet the
Harpies are still the better choice. However, in the spirit of
varying the army list, I went with Giant Rats instead. Magic,
Harpies, and other support units should help me force the
enemy to engage my Skavenbrew regiment and its supporting
Plague Monk units if I do not roll a 6 on the Skavenbrew, so that
I can chase them down instead.
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Giant Rats
Skavenslaves with Thanquol and
Chieftains

Skavenslaves

Plague Monks and Warlock

Boneripper

Plague Censor Bearer

Rat Ogres

Jezzail Weapon team

Harpies

GREY SEER THANQUOL’S WARP-CRAZED TEST SUBJECTS
Characters
Thanquol
Grey Seer General
Boneripper
Skavenbrew
Warpstone Charm
Flail of Skulls
Jade Amulet

380 pts
45 pts
50 pts
10 pts
30 pts
5 pts
Total: 520 pts

Murder, Kill and Maim
Three Chieftains
Black Gem
Heavy armours, flails

177 pts
25 pts
12 pts
Total: 214 pts

Stratch and Zniskratch
Two Warlock Engineers
1 Dispel Scroll
Storm Daemon

118 pts
25 pts
25 pts

Rot Study Group
16 Plague Monks
Additional hand weapons
Standard Bearer
Banner of Sorcery
7 Plague Censor Bearers

96 pts
16 pts
7 pts
25 pts
105 pts
Total: 249 pts

Rot Observation Group
16 Plaguemonks
Additional hand weapons
7 Plague Censor Bearers

96 pts
16 pts
105 pts
Total: 217 pts

Warpstone Addiction Anonymous
5 Packmasters
4 Rat Ogres

50 pts
172 pts
Total: 222 pts

Laboratory Assistants
9 Skavenslaves

Total: 22.5 pts

Total: 168 pts
Regiments Total: 857.5 pts
Characters total: 902 pts

3 Jezzail Weapon Teams

Regiments
Experiment Survivors
24 Skavenslaves
Spears

Warmachines

60 pts
12 pts
Total: 72 pts

Total: 90 pts

Monsters
5 Harpies
5 Harpies

75 pts
75 pts
Total: 150 pts
ARMY TOTAL: 1,999.5Points
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VANDER’S PRIDE PART TWO
By Owen Staton
WAR BENEATH THE MOUNTAINS
A centuries old silence that had seeped into the very soul of the
caverns was suddenly broken by howling war cries fuelled by an
ancient amenity almost as old as the mountains themselves. The
two forces clashed with a force that shook the very foundations
of the ancient peaks and dislodged the slumbering snow from the
sleeping slopes miles above. Following centuries of silence, the
fate of a long-forgotten Dwarf hold was being decided.
The Greenskins were everywhere, their very essence seemed
to fill the caverns as they scampered and screamed their way
towards Vander’s force. Goblins of all shapes and sizes rushed
forward with hatred in their eyes and murder on their minds.
The Dwarfs in turn met them with equal vigour, their numbers
few but their courage undaunted as both forces smashed together.
The fetid underground air filled with the stench of death and the
cries of the dying as Dwarf-forged weapons bit deep into Goblin
flesh, spraying black blood over the rocks and fungi of the cavern.
Crude Greenskin blades found their way through the small gaps of
Dwarf armour to stab home against their hated enemies. Vander
stood in the middle of it all, his hammer smashing the skull of
a Great Goblin whilst he battered a Snotling against the cavern
wall. After many years of bitter resentment and seething hatred,
he was in his element as an ancient war hymn left his lips, soft
and quiet at first but soon taken up by the Warriors of Zufbar in a
rousing chorus. The Greenskins faltered, pausing as the air filled
with the Dwarfs’ song. Their great charge had floundered and
although their numbers were vast, the sheer fury of the Dwarf
advance started to slowly push them back through the cavern.
Smaller Goblins and Snotlings were trampled and crushed whilst
larger Goblins saw their fragile courage falter and break as they
started to flee back down the tunnel. Vander’s heart filled with
joy. The joy of battle, the hope of victory, it all seemed to flow
into his very soul as his force pushed onwards towards victory.
He knew that in just a few scant moments his Warriors would
be at the long-abandoned gates of Karak Sagar and glory would
be his. Suddenly everything changed. Just as the Dwarfs were
starting to gain momentum, the fearful fleeing Greenskins parted
like the gates of a great keep. Goblins clambered up the sides of
the tunnel or quickly fell to the floor, leaving the Dwarfs standing
alone in the cavern. The sound of their war hymn reached a
strange crescendo before suddenly and abruptly falling silent as
the imminent danger ahead of them presented itself.
The still air of the cavern suddenly seemed to move and change
as the Dwarfs each tried to catch a hold of their fleeing foes. In
the dim distance of the dank cavern a hooded figure suddenly
emerged from the gloom, swinging around and around with
such force that the air seemed almost to take flight. This cowled
Greenskin cackled with mad glee as it spun towards the Dwarfs,
who suddenly realised what this horrible danger that confronted
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them actually was. A Goblin Fanatic. One of the fungus-crazed
loons fuelled to a frenzy by the Mad Cap mushroom that grew
deep underground. A whirling dervish of destruction, swinging a
huge ball and chain around its head as it spun inexorably towards
its enemies, which in this case happened to be Vander and his
courageous warriors.
The Dwarfs tried in vain to escape the advancing Fanatic, but
weighed down by heavy mail and with legs that were not built for
swift evasion, this proved an impossible task. The Fanatic struck
the Dwarfs like a cannonball. The tunnel was filled by flying
Dwarfs, smashed aside by the force of the Fanatic. The triumphant
sound of the Zufbar battle hymn was drowned out by the sounds
and screams of the wounded and the dying. Dwarf bones thick
as tree trunks were smashed aside as if they were no more than
kindling and shields forged to stem the blows of the mightiest
foes shattered like glass when faced with the furious frenzy of the
Fanatic. Vander’s heart fell into despair. To be so close to victory,
only to have it stolen away by this horrible enemy. Looking
around him Vander could see his force in ruins. A brotherhood,
many whom he had known for centuries, lay broken and beaten
deep beneath the earth and miles from home, his guilt at having
brought them here to face this terrible fate rose like a searing
flame within him and he roared a cry of defiance at the whirling
Fanatic in front of him. Summoning all his strength, Vander
ducked under the Fanatic’s chain once more and rushed at the
creature, his hammer held high. For a brief moment, the second
son of the Lord of Zufbar locked eyes on the drooling lunatic
that spun around in front of him and with a prayer to Grungi on
his lips Vander swung his great hammer just as the Fanatic spun
around to face him. There followed a sickening crunch as the
Fanatic’s skull caved in to the mighty blow, bringing a sudden stop
to the spinning ball of death and ending the battle as swiftly as
it had begun. Vander fell to his knees in victory, but surrounded
by the dead and the dying, this felt more like a bitter defeat. After
what felt like an age, he picked himself up from the blood-soaked
cavern floor and started to survey the devastation around him. Of
the fifty Warriors who had marched into the mine with him, barely
twenty still lived and many of those were exhausted and carrying
battle wounds that would have felled a wild boar. The Goblin
dead could not be counted, such was their number, as many slain
by their own Fanatic as by the heavy blades of the Dwarf warriors.
Gathering his Warriors to him, Vander prepared to march to Karak
Sagar. The ancient city was almost within his grasp…

NO MAN’S LAND
By Dr. The Viking and Michael Mork
In the far future of the 41st millennium there is only second edition 40k! At least,
according to this month’s 40k battle reporters there is no need to look at any other
editions. We go now to the planet of Khardasian Prime where the Blood Skulls
Chaos Space Marines and the 42nd Tallarn Imperial Guard ‘The Screaming Camels’
are in deadly conflict.
INTRODUCTION
DR. THE VIKING: I hope you have all been safe and sound
and that your appetites have been wetted for some 40k action.
Here we are with a fresh report of the galactic press. This
month sees the mighty Blood Skulls go toe to toe with the
dreadful Tallarn Screaming Camels in a 2,000 points battle.
The game is the fourth game in a series of battles played
between these armies. The conflict is centred on the Roevedean
sector, where lie the planets of Pantangya, Melnibonea, and as
in this battle, Khardasian Prime. The planet has lately seen a
lot of power scuffles and the Planetary Governors have come
and gone. The magnificent Blood Skulls, under the supreme
leadership of Harkonn The Slayer, a relatively new Chaos
Lord, have exploited the shifting power bases to start an
infiltration of the planet. The first three battles were based on
this infiltration. The first game saw the Blood Skulls taking
out an Imperial guard tower to sneak over their defence lines.

After being deployed to Khardasian Prime, the Imperial forces of the Tallarn 42nd, known also as The Screaming Camels, have learned that a traitorous force of Chaos
Space Marines, The Blood Skulls, are lurking out and about
in the jungle and desert surrounding the main hive. The two
armies have already had several encounters, with neither
side coming out more victorious than the other. During
their last encounter the Imperials managed to both capture
some of the traitors and later intercept one of their convoys
heading for a small depot in the jungle. Eager to defeat the
enemy troops hiding in the jungle, the Tallarns attacked the
depot. The Blood Skulls were however ready for the Imperials, and they managed to both repel the attack as well as
put the attackers on the run, sending the few survivors of
The Screaming Camels fleeing across the desert, returning
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This was played as a 100-points skirmish game using 40k army
lists and Necromunda flesh wound rules appended onto the
regular rules. Then as the conflict started to build up and the
Blood Skulls forces were trying to amass. The Imperial Guard
interrupted this in game 2, which was played as an ambush on
a Blood Skull troop line. The third game then saw the Blood
Skulls retaliate in a sabotage action against the Imperial Guard
forward supply base, attempting to take out their munitions
depot. We have now arrived at the 4th game in the series.
Even though the sabotage action was unsuccessful, Harkonn is
adamant that striking now will unsettle the Imperial Guard and
make a big hole in their defence lines surrounding the capital
of Khandhitistan. For the scenario we choose, in the honour
of the HeroHammer magazine and its archeologically-minded
audience, to do it straight out of the book. So we decided to
randomly draw a mission card each, and keep it secret. This is
one of the variants suggested by the rulebook. The Imperials
chose “Engage and Destroy”, hoping to wreck as many Chaos
units as possible, while the Chaos force chose to go for “The
Assassins”, hoping to break the IG by taking out their leaders.

to their HQ. Back home the news of the defeat troubled the
commander of the Camels, Colonel Qadir. Calling out in the
sector, he managed to get word out to several small pockets
of Tallarns who quickly answered the commander’s orders
and made it for Khardasian Prime. On the other side of the
desert, the Blood Skulls are getting ready to celebrate their
victory the only way they know how, making war. Gathering what reinforcements they can from the jungle and other
unknown places, the Chaos Marines are battle-ready once
again. With both armies reinforced neither sits idly by, and
they both send their troops out into the desert, hoping to
take the battle to the enemy. On the very edge of the jungle,
in “no man’s land”, the two armies face off for another epic
battle.

NO MAN’S LAND

The ferocious Blood Skulls descend upon the Imperial lines led by Harkonn The Slayer and Fabius Bile.

IMPERIAL INTRODUCTION
By Michael Mork
Another day in the Imperial Guard, another battle with
those traitorous Blood Skulls scum. The 4th scenario in our
Khardasian Prime Campaign. Having received more than 1,000
points of reinforcements recently (someone, not saying who, did
an army challenge), we decided that those same reinforcements
had to be the main part of the force. This proved to be quite
a challenge, as the 1,000 points. done for the challenge didn’t
exactly have a ‘theme’ and neither were they really intended
as an army on its own. Trying to do something different and
new, I decided to do a rather untraditional command structure,
abandoning the classic command HQ with colonel/captain.
Leading the army will be the newly appointed Commisar
Luke Smirnov, who will guide the newly recruited second and
third platoon under the command of Lieutenant Hussain and
Lieutenant Muhammad. A total of four battle line squads, two
of which will be mounted in brand new Chimeras, along with
four heavy weapon squads will make up the bulk of the army.
All this will be supported by the plasma cannon variant of the
Demolisher, which I’m hoping will make up for its rather high

cost, a Basilisk Artillery Tank and the fierce and ever burning
Hellhound Flame Tank. All three tanks are also part of the
new additions to the army. Even though we have done battle
on more than one occasion, I still haven’t found “the key” to
defeating the Blood Skulls. So I’ve decided to do a little bit of
everything. Plenty of troops to get in the way, a bunch of heavy
weapons to get through that annoying marine armour and last
but definitely not least, armour and artillery which more often
than not will do the trick. And for some reason I lost my ability
to calculate on the day, so I unintentionally ended up at 2,023
points, instead of the intended 2,000.
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THE SCREAMING CAMELS - IMPERIAL GUARD ARMY
2,000 POINTS

COMMAND SQUAD HUSSAIN - 85 PTS.
Lieutenant, Boltgun
4 Guardsmen, Meltagun, Autocannon

COMMAND SQUAD MUHAMMAD - 85 PTS.
Lieutenant, Boltgun
4 Guardsmen, Meltagun, Autocannon

COMMISAR LUKA SMIRNOV - 48 PTS.
Boltpistol, Powersword

IMPERIAL GUARD SQUAD AKIL - 142 PTS.
1 Sergeant, Bolt Pistol, Sword
9 Guardsmen, Grenade Launcher, Missile Launcher

IMPERIAL GUARD SQUAD NASHEEM - 143 PTS.
1 Sergeant, Chainsword, Autopistol
9 Guardsmen, Grenade Launcher, Missile Launcher

IMPERIAL GUARD SQUAD HALIM - 146 PTS.
1 sergeant, Hand Flamer, Sword
9 Guardsmen, Grenade Launcher, Missile Launcher

HEAVY WEAPONS SQUAD - 150 PTS.
3 x Lascannon

CHIMERA TRANSPORT - 140 PTS.

HEAVY WEAPONS SQUAD - 120 PTS.
3 x Mortar

HEAVY WEAPONS SQUAD - 90 PTS.
3 x Heavy Bolter

HELLHOUND FLAMETANK - 165 PTS.

LEMAN RUSS DEMOLISHER - 250 PTS.
Heavy Plasma Cannon side sponsons
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IMPERIAL GUARD SQUAD SULAN - 144 PTS.
1 Sergeant, Hand Flamer, Sword
9 Guardsmen, Grenade Launcher, Missile Launcher

CHIMERA TRANSPORT - 140 PTS.

BASILISK ARTILLERY PLATFORM - 175 PTS.

GEOFF TAYLOR

NO MAN’S LAND

CHAOS SPACE MARINES
So, Michael, my mortal enemy, and I have both successfully
completed the Warhammer 40,000 2nd edition Army Challenge
hosted on www.c0wabunga.com during the Fall of 2020. We
promised each other to have a game after the challenge and
additionally we made a rule that in this game every model we’d
painted during the challenge had to be featured. My challenge
army were the notorious Blood Skulls, known to harvest blood
and skulls around the planets of Pantangya, Melnibonea and
Khardasian Prime in the Roevedian sector. *kling* *chop*
*gurgle* Dr. The Who? Enough! This is HARKONN THE
SLAYER! Bow mortals! Tremble in fear as the Hordes of Chaos
descend upon ye! I, Harkonn The Slayer, have descended upon
ye, to wreak havoc and claim your skulls! The units that were
“autoselected” this way were a unit of Chaos Space Marines
(the Haemophiliaks), with an autocannon, and an aspiring
champion with a power fist. Next, I ordered my minions to
paint two squads of traitor guardsmen. Each squad had a flamer
and a heavy bolter. During the challenge Fabius Bile showed up
at my door step and asked for a job, so he was a nice addition.
He brought along 8 of his augmented marines with assorted
weapons (no heavy weapons). A fully operational predator
with demonic possession, a turret autocannon and lascannon

sponsons was next. Lastly, I, Harkonn The Slayer, lord of chaos
extraordinaire with Mark of Khorne riding a Juggernaut. I sport
a deadly power fist and a hand flamer! Hell yeah! Normally,
since I don’t have the tactical dreadnought armour, I would be
inclined to bring a power field (unmodified additional save of
2+), but didn’t do so in this game as guardsmen are known for
their feebleness and lack of aim. Now, this amounted to roughly
1,400 points, so I had to add a few extra units as we had decided
to play 2,000 points. First I chose a squad of Nurgle marines with
a Meltagun. These guys can really take a beating and would be
perfect for sitting on objectives or just advancing in the face of
oncoming lasgun fire. I had a Mighty Champion lying around
that I thought would make a cool addition, and lastly I added an
Icon Bearer with a blasted standard. This standard shoots 2d6
S6 hits with a -3 armour modifier that counts as being cast with
Ultimate Force, and can be distributed to all units within 6” –
sounds amazing! As the very last addition I took 3 terminators
with 2 reaper autocannons and other noisy weapons. The reaper
(or the shredder as I like to call it) is just my favourite weapon
in the army. Nothing is as satisfying as watching the lamenting
face of the opponent while your terminators advance, rolling 2
sustained fire dice, rerolling any jams, casually mowing down
scores of infantry while you go *chungchungchungchung*.
Hellacious!
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THE BLOOD SKULLS - CHAOS SPACE MARINE ARMY
2,000 POINTS

CHAOS LORD - 188 PTS.
Power Fist, Bolt Pistol, Hand Flamer, Mark of Khorne
Juggernaught of Khorne

FABIUS BILE - 432 PTS.
Bolt Pistol, Rod of Torment, Xyclos Needler, The Chirurgeon
7 Chemically-Enhanced Chaos Marines with Power Fist (x1);
Boltgun (x1); Flamer (x1); Bolt Pistol

MIGHTY CHAMPION OF CHAOS - 72 PTS.
Power Fist, Sword, Boltgun, Bolt Pistol

ICON BEARER - 75 PTS.
Blasted Standard, Bolt Pistol

PLAGUE MARINES - 253 PTS.
7 Marines with Boltgun; Meltagun (x1); Mark of Nurgle

CHAOS SPACE MARINE SQUAD - 234 PTS.
7 Marines with Chainsword (x1); Boltgun (x2); Bolt Pistol
1 Aspiring Chaos Champion with Power Fist, Bolt Pistol, Mk 1
Plasma Pistol

CHAOS TERMINATORS - 209 PTS.
1 Terminator with Chain-axe and Bolter-Meltagun Combi-Weapon
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REGIMENTAL IG SQUAD - 129 PTS.
1 Sergeant, Bolt Pistol, Sword and Laspistol
9 Guardsmen, Lasgun, Flammer (x1) and Heavy Bolter. Stealthy

REGIMENTAL IG SQUAD - 139 PTS.
1 Sergeant, Bolt Pistol, Sword and Laspistol
9 Guardsmen, Lasgun, Flammer (x1) and Heavy Bolter. Street
Fighters

PREDATOR - 225 PTS.
Autocannon, Sponson Lascannon
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IMPERIAL DEPLOYMENT
MICHAEL MORK: So I will choose a side and deploy
first (strategy rating of 2: anything but Squats, Tyranids and
IG deploy first). Looking at the two zones, I chose to go with
the one with slightly more terrain. It might give me a few
issues with having enough room for the troops (5 tanks have
a tendency to take up quite a lot of space), but I decided that
I would rather have what little cover the terrain provides for
those of my troops that would remain in the zone for most of
the game. Besides, there’s really no reason to give the marines
a chance to hide more than necessary. There’s plenty of jungle
on the board as it is for them to do that. Other than that the
plan is quite simple. A Chimera on each flank will move out
in front and engage the enemy early on, hopefully slowing
down their progress across the battlefield, giving the artillery
and the heavy weapons time to lay down fire across the board.
Depending on how the traitors will move about, the Hellhound
will choose a route and hopefully it will be thinning the jungle.
It’s a bit gutsy (some may say stupid) to put the Hellhound out
in front of the deployment, but I really can’t risk it getting stuck
behind my troops. Should any of the enemies make it across
no man’s land, I hope that the many small units will do the
trick. Though the lasgun is often laughed at, I have found in
2nd edition that quantity sometimes beats quality.

CHAOS DEPLOYMENT
HARKONN THE SLAYER: Impudent mortals! They
have yielded me, Harkonn The Slayer, destroyer of worlds, a
deployment zone full of nothing! I mean, where is the cover?!
Who does that? Even Tzeentchian followers can be trusted to
leave an odd eyeball tree or something. Hmpf!
Being nothing short of a tactical genius, I was quickly able
to turn this inside out for my own good like a dismembered
carcass. I made a brilliant strategy to get under the skin of the
Imperial slugs. Your mortal brains might start throbbing by
the complexity of my exploits, but bear with me, as I will now
involve you in my schemes: My plan is to attack! Straight ahead
with everything. Anyone lagging behind or making their own
plan, will get shot or maimed later.
To show them my superior tactical
genius I won the roll to start.

CHAOS TURN 1
The gods of Chaos be praised! We
have a day of bloodshed on our
hands. The stupendous worshippers
of the False Emperor have tried to
stop our onslaught before, but now
we have arrived at their doorstep
to pull the plug on them and shoot
the place up. All that is facing
my Chaos Space Marines are the
human meat bags of the Imperial
Guard. I mean come on, where is
the opposition! This simply can’t
fail. To make everything more fun
(and traumatising to the enemy)
I brought a few flesh bags of my
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own. Sticking to the scheme of full-on attack I sent these guys
forward and let them hug the cover (what can you expect). The
weapon team of IG2 sits back and prepares to fire. Everything
else runs at full tilt towards the lines of the enemy (the plan,
remember!). Fabius Bile and his augmented troopers try to
make their way through the dense jungle on the West side of the
board in close pursuit of the Predator. The chaotically infested
Predator tank ‘Bezzbub’ slowly treads forward, with the aim
of unloading its mighty autocannon. I sent the Icon Bearer in
behind the Traitor Guards, as they might start running if no one
keeps a watchful eye on them. Lastly, the Terminators move 4”
closer while giving it on full auto. The shooting instantly takes
out half of squad Akil to the satisfaction of Khorfitz, the leader
of the Terminators. The heavy bolter team that sat back, fires
upon the IG HQ 1 but only cuts down a single bile bag. But
the best is yet to come: The Predator’s internal deamon takes
aim and fires at the IG Hellhound that is rushing forward. The
shot is good and hits the tracks. The momentum of the moving
tank is so high that the loss of one track sends it spinning and it
topples over and is taken out! Hellalujah, the pieces of the crew
are still raining down! None of us had brought any Psykers so
we skipped the Psychic Phase altogether. Muahaha, my plan is
already working!

IMPERIAL TURN 1
Uak... not exactly the start I was hoping for. Damn, these pesky
Marines come off their feet fast. Well, we stick to the plan,
or rather what’s left of it. Both Chimeras put the pedal to the
metal and surge forward. Squad Sulan disembarks Chimera #2
and makes ready to engage the advancing enemies. Meanwhile
on our own line, troops consolidate their deployment, hoping
to get a better look at the enemy. Sergeant Nasheem advances
his troops followed closely by Commissar Smirnov while
Lieutenant Muhammad adjusts his squad, keeping a close eye
on the jungle, to ensure no unexpected surprise attacks on the
line. The Demolisher pushes through the dense jungle to get an
angle on the Predator and unleashes the fury of all weapons.
Few can withstand the full power of the Demolisher, and the
Predator comes to a halt engulfed in flames as it suffers several
direct hits (1 miss, 1 hit with no penetration, 1 penetrating
hit which kills crew). However, it being a Chaos “thing”, the
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The Chaos Space Marines advance in the cover of the Predator and
nearby bushes.

crew in the Imperial tank sits and waits, hoping to see no more
movement from the Predator. All across the Imperial line, tanks
and squads engage as lasguns, grenade launchers, lascannons,
heavy bolters and multi lasers light up the battlefield (Chimera
#2 uses full sustained fire dice, and unloads a massive 12
shots at the Nurgle Marines, killing 4 of them). Mortars rain
fire on the enemy troops hiding in some ruins far away, and
even though it’s hard to get a pinpoint location on the enemy
through the jungle, the mortars still hit home (1 scatter, 1 miss,
1 hit with 2 dead ) . Coming face to face with the unspeakable
horror that is the Chaos Lord, the crew of Chimera#1, does the
unthinkable and punishes the abomination by a hail of bolter
and laser fire, banishing the Chaos Lord off the field. In the end,
Sergeant Akil manages to rally his remaining troops, finding
shelter in a nearby ruin, where they catch their breath and ready
to counter the enemy attack.

Harkonn takes heavy multilaser fire and slumps back in the saddle.

TURN 1 VICTORY POINTS
CHAOS 3 POINTS
IMPERIAL GUARD 3 POINTS

CHAOS TURN 2
Hey! That is just a flesh wound.
The rumours of my death are
greatly exaggerated. I do think
I need an appointment with Dr.
Bile afterwards perhaps. *ugh*
Those damn carbon infestations
are actually shooting back! They
even dented the Predator. From my
saddle I manage to send Fabius Bile
a mental telegram instructing him
that trucking behind the Predator
is too hot, and he’s got to go into
the jungle for better cover. That
Demolisher is going to be a real
cause for concern. It ignores cover
and kills Marines very easily.
My best hope would be to get
just a single Power Fist into close
combat range of the tank. Most of
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The Screaming Camels cautiously advance under the supporting fire by heavy bolter squads.

these pesky vehicles are quite allergic to Power Fists, and the
Demolisher is probably no exception. The Haemophiliaks push
through the jungle with the same plan as the Bile troops. The
remnants of the Nurgle squad figure that as they have forgotten
to bring any Power Fists, their best option to deal with the
Chimera in front is probably to move closer and melt it. They
make a simple advance. The Terminators move forward again
while still firing all their guns. My trusty juggernaut has his
mind set on personally bringing the Guardsmen to an end and
turning the tide of the battle, so he lunges forward 12” for glory.
Next turn he will be able to charge the Chimera containing
squad Halim. The Predator has one lascannon sponson that
could still operate (here we made a mistake actually as the
Predator had Demonic Possession, it would have been fully
operational), and decides to go for Chimera #2. Again the shot
is good and the lascannon penetrates the hull of the Chimera,
maiming the driver in the process. The Terminators fire their
guns at the IG lascannon squad and make an astounding 10
shots resulting in 6 dead. Reaper autocannons are not toys!
From the Warp I command the Traitor guardsmen to shoot a

few of the IG heavy bolter squad troops and a single guardsman
in command squad Hussain. Finally, the Nurgle squad blows
off the tracks of the already out-of-control Chimera #2.

IMPERIAL TURN 2
Ouch, another hard round of combat, the damage to our line is
quite devastating. Needless to say we had hoped to get more out
of the three lascannons. But good thinking by Sergeant Sulan,
to get his troops out of the Chimera fast, it would have been hard
to see them trapped inside. Now, however, they can move closer
to the enemy, backed up by Commissar Smirnov, who senses
something might be afoot. There’s a foul smell in the air leaving
an almost sickening taste in the mouth. At the back of the line
the commlink goes crazy, as Lieutenant Hussain realizes that
the Basilisk crew is either hungover or asleep. Half panicking,
and afraid to be visited by the commanding Commissar, the
crew frantically starts working,
rumbling the tank forward through
the rubble. Having no time to load
the main battery, the gunner at the
hull mounted bolter fires across
the field at the bulky figures of the
advancing Terminators without
doing any damage.
Sergeant Halim keeps his troops
calm in Chimera #1, and stays put
a little while longer as the crew
guns the transport towards the
wild Juggernaut. The crew of the
Demolisher has decided that the
Predator isn’t a threat, and with
perfect timing as their scanners
alert them to a closing danger.
Several figures are seen moving
through the surrounding jungle,
and being more or less an expert in
close quarter battle, the tank turns
its attention (and guns) towards the
unknown enemy with devastating
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effect (Lascannon misses, Plasma
and demo cannon kill 7 of the
Haemophiliaks Squad).
The mortar crew are eager to deal
more damage to the enemy line,
so eager in fact that one of the
loaders makes that one mistake
you’re not allowed to make. The
mortar explodes, killing the
loader and his partner. This minor
distraction doesn’t exactly help
the last two mortars, who do little
except shaking the enemy troops
(scatter, miss+explode, scatter and
miss half covered).

TURN 2 VICTORY
POINTS
CHAOS 7 POINTS
IMPERIAL GUARD 5
POINTS

The Traitorous Guardsmen fall under heavy Imperial mortar fire taking several casulaties.

CHAOS TURN 3
Insufferable corpse worshippers! They’ve squashed the
Haemophiliaks! That was quite a blow for the Dodgeskull
tournament we had planned back on our home world of
Hamelia… But Khorne cares not from whence the blood flows,
I suppose. Now I have got to do something about that pesky
demolisher. But first things first. Under the roaring battle cries
of unknown diseases my chaps in the Nurgle squad charge
towards the Sulan squad and connect. Seeing the smouldering

remains of squad Haemophilliaks, I reach out from the void and
tell Fabius Bile that the window for advancing cautiously has
come and gone… he and his squad should run full tilt towards
(ed. the safety of close combat) IG squad Sulan. The Icon Bearer
was still stuck behind the building where he’d gone at the start…
The banner was still way out of range of anything interesting.
The remaining 2 Haemophiliaks got to their feet again, their
heads still ringing from the shellshock, advancing towards the
Demolisher. The Power Fist wielding champion will have the
last word. As my body sits slumped, dead in the saddle, my
faithful Juggernaut carries on in the name of Khorne. It charges
towards Chimera #1. The Predator fires its lascannon at the
Demolisher without any luck. The
Bloodtorn Traitor Guard target IG
squad Nasheem for 3 kills. The
Terminators aim their reapers at
the same squad and finish them off.
They were capable of landing a few
hits on the IG heavy bolter squad
also. You gotta love those reapers.
The other Traitor Guard squad
fails to do any damage shooting
at the IG HQ 1. Useless bags of
wine. The close combat phase was
less promising than anticipated.
The Nurgle Marines manage to
land a few blows on IG squad
Sulan, but it only results in 1 kill.
The Juggernaut can’t penetrate
the Chimera despite being really
angry about everything, especially
all of this. To my delight this brand
of loyalist corpse God worshippers
don’t believe in overwatch, so at
least I don’t have to worry about
getting shot in my own turn.
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IMPERIAL TURN 3
The line is thinning and the enemy
comes closer. The battle isn’t over
yet, however, and Commissar
Smirnov keeps a close eye on the
front line and what lurks in the
shadow of the jungle, hoping to
earn the trust of the Company
Colonel by securing a victory in
his first true command. Leaving
the Juggernaut behind, with
nothing but a few dents in the
armour to show of the close
encounter with the formidable
beast, Chimera #1 slows down to
a halt, as Sergeant Halim and his
men disembark. They quickly turn
their attention on the Juggernaut,
hoping to be rid of the beast,
with no luck (several hits, but the
lasguns prove ineffective). The
crew of the Chimera puts down
their fire on the ancient Terminators, but does little more
than slow them down. At the back of the Imperial line both
Lieutenants consolidate what troops they have left, along with
the heavy bolter squad, to stand fast against the closing enemy.
The crew of the Basilisk is still trying frantically to get the gun
into position. But as the front of the enemy line has already
engaged the Tallarns in close combat, they are finding it more
than difficult to get a target in their sights. The Demolisher on
the other hand keeps its attention where it has been for the past
minutes, thinning the jungle, cutting down trees and marine
alike (2 hits and 2 dead Haemophiliaks). Sergeant Sulan and his
squad face off against a handful of the foul-smelling “horny”
marines, bravely holding their line against all odds (Close
combat result is a draw). Suddenly a second squad of even more
disturbing looking marines emerge from the nearby jungle, led
by a dominating and intimidating figure carrying an ominous
looking device strapped to his back. The brave Tallarn troops
respond, opening fire with heavy weapons and lasguns alike,
killing at least three of the traitors. Looking on, from behind
the Chimera, Commissar Smirnov makes the first real mistake
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on his first real command, as he hesitates at the hideous sight
that, unbeknownst to him, is Fabius Bile. The remaining mortar
crew have decided to not let their comrades’ deaths be in vain.
They dial in on the enemy position yet again, and send a hail of
mortar shells across the field. This time they actually manage
to deal enough damage to the troops hiding there (2 hits, 4
wounds, fail LD), making them turn their tail and run (IG plays
Strategy Card – Craven Cowardice).

TURN 3 VICTORY POINTS
CHAOS 9 POINTS
IMPERIAL GUARD 11 POINTS

CHAOS TURN 4
The lice-ridden Imperials are getting their troops in position
for the final push. My Juggernaut
refuses to accept the situation and
charges headlong into IG squad
Halim. The last man standing of
Bile’s bodyguard manages to get his
charge in on the (game wrecking,
blatantly overpowered, totally
illegitimate, son of an Inquisitor)
Demolisher. Bile is feeling the
pressure of a loss breathing down
his neck and charges into IG squad
Sulan. From my stone couch here
in the Warp, I can see that the
Icon Bearer is suddenly animated
and moves on the double towards
the scuffle going on around the
immobilised Chimera. I guess he
simply had to see if he could get
that banner off just once… Things
move pretty quickly now as this is
the last turn and both forces are
rather decimated. As a final taunt
the traitor guardsmen fire their
heavy bolters into their loyalist
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enemies and take out 3 of the
emperor loving scum containers.
The Terminators manage to finish
off IG command squad Hussain
and the heavy bolter squad. The
Juggernaut is having a veritable
feast in the middle of IG squad
Halim, and takes down two of the
IG. The Nurgle Marines finally
find their fervour and take down 3
guardsmen in the fight. Fabius Bile
on the other hand is so flustered by
the smell of defeat that he can’t
figure out his own Xyclos needler,
fumbles the combat, barely wins
the combat by 1 and then makes
0 wounds using Xyclos C. The
last remaining man from Bile’s
bodyguard fired up his monstrous
Power Fist and drove it deep into
the heart of the metal beast of the
demolisher, the sweltering heat
rose and the beast exploded in a
fountain of molten metal killing
both the bodyguard, the tank and the crew. But it was to little
avail. The battle was drawing to a close and the Chaos forces
were still no nearer to killing the Commissar.

IMPERIAL TURN 4
As the end of the battle draws near, the remaining Tallarn troops
hold their positions, still hoping to get away with a victory
though it seems to become hard bought. At the front of the line
Commissar Smirnov manages to bolster what little courage
he still has and assaults the Nurgle Marines to help Sergeant

Sulan and the last of his men. Meanwhile the crazy Fabius Bile
hits their flank and kills off three guardsmen in an explosion
that seems to come from one of the guardsmen himself. Seeing
the Demolisher go up in a huge ball of flame, Lieutenant
Muhammad decides to do something about the Predator, as at
least one of its sponsons is still firing. And with help of the
autocannon the squad manages to blow the last sponson of the
Predator. With few enemy targets left, both Chimeras as well
as Sergeant Nasheem’s squad turn their attention towards the
advancing Terminators. However, the powerful ancient armour
keeps them alive (5+ hits from multilasers and krak missile,
5+ saves) The mortar crews send another hail of grenades
towards the enemy line with another good result (1 scatter, 1

As the battle draws to a close, fierce hand to hand combat is still being fought between the burning wrecks of the Imperial Armour
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TURN 4 VICTORY
POINTS
CHAOS 13 POINTS

hit, 3 dead). On the left flank, Sergeant Halim and his men have
been attacked by the roaming Juggernaut. Having no weapons
that can do real damage to the monster, they simply stand their
ground hoping to stay alive long enough to get some backup.
The crew of the Basilisk have found a position from which
they can scan the battlefield, hoping to find a target eager to
redeem their previous mistakes. It seems all in vain when
suddenly a single Marine advances, carrying a blasphemous
banner sporting all sorts of chaotic inscriptions and runes.
Without hesitation they load up the main gun and let loose
on the banner. As both grenades hit home, they leave nothing
but dust and small pieces of marines scattered across the
field. After this turn, we tallied the Victory Points and came to
the conclusion that the Chaos Space Marines had 13 VP while
the Imperial Guard had 18 – Victory for the Guard!
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CHAOS CONCLUSION
Well that did not go according
to plan. The enemy clearly
exploited some kind of Imperial
voodoo, not fit for the light of
day. Playing a 2,000 points game
was a tall order, but not one that
my chaotic mind wouldn’t be
able to encompass. I had a lot
of new stuff on the table, and
this quickly devolves to a state
where I start forgetting rules…
or maybe Tzeentchian trickery is
to blame! My blasted standard is a good example – that banner
was simply awesome but I wasted it in a misguided attempt to
boost the morale of the Traitor Guardsmen. And when I finally
realised that it was no good standing around, he was killed by
a Basilisk. I hope the standard wasn’t damaged. Next, I also
forgot that my Predator was demonically possessed! Arrrgh!
That would probably have made quite a difference. And maybe
it wouldn’t. Other than the stuff I didn’t use, my battle plan was
super solid. I thought I’d be quicker on the flank with the two
infantry squads and that they’d be able to handle most of the
armour on that side. But it was a bad judgement to put them
there… They’d been better off on the other flank opposite to
the swathes of Guardsmen. This was all Fabius Bile’s idea and
not mine of course. I, Harkonn the Slayer, met a quite abrupt
and insulting end in this game… and most likely it would
have been better if I’d went through the cover to take care of
some vehicles, with my long charge range and everything. The
Traitor Guardsmen weren’t ever gonna get the MVP award, I
knew that, but still I felt that they were pretty useless. I guess
the main focus for such a squad is to sit in terrain and hog an
objective. Speaking of objectives, the objectives proved vital –
in fact if I’d knocked out the Commisar I would have won. . It
was quite enjoyable to field the Chaos army though and I feel
pretty confident that my next game against the Camels will go
down smoother. I really feel that I lacked some heavy weapons
this game, so perhaps there will be some additions there. I field
my squads in packs of 8 men, which looks good, but doesn’t
really play to the strength of the Chaos army. You’re allowed
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IMPERIAL CONCLUSION
Huzza... a dominant victory...
ok maybe not so dominant, but
a victory nonetheless. Looking
at the casualties in the first two
turns, I really didn’t expect to
get out of this one victorious.
So I’m obviously very pleased
with that. A big difference was
that I did manage to get rid of
the Chaos Lord before he had a
chance to do any real damage,
those marine characters are
really a tough nut to crack when you lack any true close combat
prowess. When looking at the list pregame, I was a little
worried about the five tanks maybe being a little too much. But
as four of them were painted during the challenge, I really had
little choice about using them. So I was really hoping that the
Hellhound would do some good, and I was looking forward to
seeing the damage dealt by the Basilisk. However these two
did little except look good. Just as much as I want to use the

Hellhound, I think I have to admit that it’s simply not the right
weapon against the Chaos Marines. I like that tank a lot, but I
think I’ll have to be more determined choosing armour the next
time. I did however get just what I had hoped, out of the many
units of troops, and this just might be the key to keeping the
marines at bay, an overwhelming number of troops. Luckily
I should have enough in reserves to do just that. Counting the
victory points, this battle surely ended as close as it felt. Could
have been different had I gotten more use out of the Basilisk.
But on the other hand,maybe it would have flipped to the Chaos’
side, had the Chaos Lord made it across the table. As it is in
many of these battles, sometimes it’s the small chances you
take, and maybe the lucky rolls that sometimes give you some
leverage against your opponent. And just as it happened with
the Lord, this battle saw several moments where luck shined on
the Imperials, pushing the outcome of the battle in my favour.
Anyway another day, another battle in the Khardasian Prime
campaign. It’s obvious that this isn’t the last we’ve seen of the
traitorous Blood Skulls. And even though we managed to send
the Lord Harkonn off his high horse, we have done so before
only to see him return, and so I believe we will battle him and
his traitors again. And so we live to battle and die another day,
for Tallarn, the Emperor and the Screaming Camels.

JOHN BLANCHE

to field down to 3 guys with 3 special weapons. Maybe a few
small crack teams are in order. As we are now in the middle
of Season 2 of the painting challenge I strongly expect that we
will have a “challenge game” again at the conclusion of this.
Luckily, I have a few cards up my sleeve there…
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ODE TO MONOPOSE
This month we’re taking a look at the good old monopose plastic figures. There are probably few Herohammer era gamers who haven’t painted at least one of these. But here at
the ChopShop we feel that their real potential is realised when you start converting them.
Monopose Games Workshop miniatures. Aaaah. What a
joy. These toy-like monstrosities have been the salvation
for many a hobbyist through time in that they were
inexpensive and filled the role of rank-and-filer pretty well.
The contents of the Warhammer 40,000 2nd edition boxed
set were comprised of dozens of these guys. I suspect
that most people will undoubtedly know the Orks from
that box. Even upon their release back in the ’90s these
models were somewhat of a crowd splitter: Some people
hated them and some people loved them. If there were
any people of the “they’re sort of alright, I don’t mind”
persuasion, I haven’t met them. Only strong opinions have
arrived at my doorstep.
Today, like many of the miniatures from this era, they are
viewed by many through rose-tinted glasses and they can
be hard to come by (the Chaos Dwarfs monos are good
examples of this). One thing that has struck me is the
almost toy-like quality these miniatures hold. They have
the sort of dimensions you’d find in He-Man or Turtles
figures of the ’80s and ’90s, and if they’d been scaled up,
they’d fit right in those ranges. But I digress, this is after all
not “Dr. The Viking’s history class” but a ChopShop, so let’s
cut something up.
I am currently building an Orc army. Also, I am an avid fan
of Warhammer Renaissance, and in this game you always
get a command group for your regiments. In my pile of
silly Greenskins I had quite a large number of the Kev
Adams’ monopose Orc from the green ’90s. Looking at the
little blighter, I thought to myself: “All this guy needs is a
banner pole!” It seemed like a match made in Valhalla! I
proceeded to cut the Orc’s sword off and drill a big old hole
through his hand. I then planted a toothpick in the hole...
and realised that his foot was in the way. Hmm. After a
brief discussion with my colleague, Mad Dok Grotsnik, it
was decided that amputation of the arm was desireable.
Grotsnik went on to suggest a few bionic improvements,
but for the sake of keeping it Orc, I choose to ignore his
advice on these matters. After the arm was reattached in a
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better pose, I jammed in
the pole, and stuck a skull
on top (to be on the safe
side). Now I thought some
work was needed on the
head. I rolled up a bit of
Green Stuff and stuck it
on his head. Then I poked
around a bit with a needle
until it roughly resembled
a hat and some sort of
chainmail. I find that you
don’t have to worry too
much when using Green
Stuff. I couldn’t sculpt if
my life depended on it,
but if you can roughly hit the shape you’re aiming for, then
you can ‘convert the rest by paint’. Lastly, I added a small
blob for a tongue and a bit of extra upper lip. The excess
Green Stuff went onto his left shoulder as some kind of
armour. The most difficult thing about Green Stuff is not
sticking your thumb in it while working elsewhere. If you
are as impatient as me, this is a high risk. Anyway, now the
green guy is done, and just needs a lick of paint. *swoosh*
There we go.

SIMON ROGER BRYAN ANDREWS
In my voyages across the web I came upon Simon,
who’s been doing some really interesting work with the
monoposes lately. He’s managed to crack out a really cool
and iconic pair of miscreants, namely Heinrich Kemmler
and Krell. The basis for these models are a monopose
Chaos Warrior and a Monopose Talisman 3rd edition
wizard. The additions are fairly straightforward as you can
see: Krell is more or less just a head swap, while Heino has
a new hand with a book, a new top for the staff and a bit
of the iconic flesh apron the original has. Yet these simple
transformations totally alter the models and they end up
looking like an awesome alternative bid for Kemmler and
Krell. A prime example of the sum being greater than
the parts. You can follow Simon’s work on the various
Herohammer groups on Facebook, where he is primarily
active.
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COMMISAR CAOS
On Instagram I also found commissar_caos, who has been labouring endlessly at a HeroQuest inspired build where he has
added scores of monopose warriors to the game. A lot of them are sporting small conversions, which in the blend makes
them look awesome altogether. Here are some examples from his work. These Mummies are a clever example of how
much you can get out of a simple head swap. They look terrific together. You can expect a full feature on Commisar Chaos’
HeroQuest project in a future issue.

The Commisar at work with the Mummies. A bit of chopping and filing sees the transformation of the monopose
figures into a brand spanking awesome regiment.
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THE GREAT ALTDORF RAID FROM 2505
By Marcel Josch

“W

hy do we have to leave this tavern, manling? For a nonDwarf one, it has quite good ale.” “Gotrek, it’s already
morning and I have an appointment with Herrn Schlosser.
And if I don’t get you out of here now, you will be here till next
Königstag!” “Isn’t that today? I always get confused with your
short-lived human calendars, manling. It feels like they are
changing with every new Emperor of yours.” “Stop complaining
and let’s go. After I have delivered the manuscript of our last
adventure, I will find you a new tavern. I heard there is one
nearby, recently opened and run by a Dwarf who claims to be
one of those wandering beer brewers who have all their weapons
hanging on them.” “You mean one of the old Bugman Rangers?”
The Dwarf was on his feet so fast that his half-full beer mug and
all the empty ones on the table toppled over.
“Come on, manling, we have to meet this Schlosser guy and then
have some truly Dwarf drink.” Felix Jaeger followed his Dwarf
companion through the narrow streets of Altdorf that were filled

to the brink with people going about their daily business even
at this early hour.
The soft sounds of countless paws padding on stones filled the
sewer tunnels beneath the Imperial capital. Warlock Skrak
Twitchtail rubbed his paws in excitement. He watched his
raiding party hurrying past him through the darkness of the
sewers. This was quite a force. He even had a detachment of
Stormvermin as his personal bodyguards. But the bulk was
composed of disposable slaves, Skaven from defeated clans
or other unfortunate souls. He would need a lot of them to
transport the war machines of the man-things he was ordered
to liberate from the Altdorf Arsenal. For the glory of the Horned
Rat and the Under-Empire, these would be used against their
former owners and all enemies of the whole of Skavendom.
“Great Warlock! Our scouts have discovered-found the wall to
the nest-burrow of the man-things and their war-fight-machinethings.” “Ah, finally, yes yes! Good, good place-put the charges,
Naskit.” “Yes, yes mighty engineer. Will place-put bombs to blow
up-explode fragile walls.” Diligently his apprentice hurried
away to do as his master had told him. If the bombs failed, it
would be no great loss, Naskit could easily be replaced. The
sound of the explosions told Skrak, that the bombs at least had
worked. A dust-covered Naskit worked his way through the
ranks of massed Clanrats to Skrak. “It worked, great-mighty
Warlord-Engineer! The bombs made a large-big hole-opening
in the walls!” “Send in the scouts and Clanrats. We should-must
find the war machines quick-fast before man-things can recover
and send-hasten ironclad knight-things.” Again Naskit hurried
away to do his master’s bidding and the movement in the ranks
of the massed Skaven showed Skrak that his orders were obeyed.
He followed the last of the slaves at the back of the column, the
place reserved for every Skaven commander in the field. Quickly
and silently, the scouts explored the catacombs and cellars of
the large building the hole in the sewer walls led to. The few
humans they encountered there and on the upper levels were
easily silenced, before any alarm could be raised. Just a couple
of minutes after the breach, the first group of Clanrats was
already swarming over the enclosed courtyard and securing the
gates and outer buildings of the large complex. The only place
they encountered any resistance was the main building. Skrak
entered the large hall on the ground floor, accompanied by his
brutal-looking guard of Stormvermins, marching in front of
and beside him.

FANGORN

The hall was filled with two massive wooden machines with a
lot of steel levers and handwheels. At first glance, the WarlordEngineer recognized that these were indeed the mighty war
machines they had come for. There were even wooden boxes
with neatly rowed iron projectiles as ammunition. Excellent,
Skrak thought, and his tail twitched in excitement. With
a little Warpstone powered improvements here and there,
these machines would spit death and destruction against the
enemies of the Under-Empire in no time. Ikit Claw would be
pleased! Suddenly, screams of pain and the musk of fear drew
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“Quick-fast, command-order the slaves to carry the machines
away and don’t overlook-forget the ammunition boxes!” he
ordered. In a swirl of brown and grey fur, both machines were
lifted by the mass of slaves. Accompanied by the sound of whips
cracking and cursed encouragements of their slave masters,
they began to move everything out of the hall and into the cellars
down below. Luckily, Skrak had been wise enough to order for
the doorways to be widened where necessary, so the transport
could continue unhindered. “We are ready to leave-go, mighty
smart-clever Engineer,” Naskit told his master with a deep bow.
“Yes yes, time to leave and hurry-scurry away. Place-put last
bombs to cover our movement!” Skrak ordered while already
turning to follow the conquered war machines down into the
sewers and the safety of the Under-Empire. Obediently Naskit
placed the last explosives on the stone columns holding the
large hall. With a shrill squeak, he threw smoke bombs to cover
the fighting retreat of the last Clanrats. Together with them,
he hurried out of the building, following his master and the
raiding party. The defenders were too exhausted and shocked to
follow the Skaven. Then, muffled explosions brought the ceiling
of the main hall crashing down, burying any evidence of the
Skaven’s existence under brick and timber.
Breathing heavily, Felix Jaeger rubbed his eyes in a futile
attempt to get the dust out of them. Before him, Gotrek tried to

dig his way through the now blocked doorway into the hall. The
flood of Dwarf curses told Felix that the work of his comrade
was fruitless. “What were these creatures, Herr Jaeger? Some
kind of Beastmen?” Master Schlosser was obviously fighting to
grasp the gruesome scene in front of him. Two of his apprentices
lay dead on the floor. The three remaining men of his staff were
all wounded. Still, they all had put up quite a fight against the
Skaven. “Have you ever heard of the evil Ratmen called Skaven,
Master Schlosser? No? Oh, never mind, nobody would believe
us anyway, and all evidence is crushed to a pulp under all
this rubble. “What in Sigmar’s name is going on here? Master
Schlosser, what happened?” A tall officer of the Reiksguard was
standing in the side door that led to the courtyard. “It looks like
the whole building will collapse any minute! Hurry! We heard
the rumble all the way to the arsenal across the street. Come on,
my men will help you with the wounded.”
With some effort, the knights helped the wounded out of the
building. Felix had a hard time explaining to Gotrek that
getting buried under a human building was not the glorious
Slayer death he was looking for. Finally, albeit grudgingly, the
Dwarf agreed. Not a minute too early. They had just reached a
safe distance when, in a huge cloud of dust, the rest of the onceproud main building of the famous Altdorf Press collapsed.
“I still wonder what the Skaven could possibly want with two
printing machines, Gotrek... They even took all the sorts.” “Who
knows. But I don’t think they want to print newspapers in
their cursed under-realm. We must follow them and find out!
But first, where was this inn you were talking about earlier,
manling?

a20t43c

his attention to one of the doors, where the fighting continued.
There was a group of humans putting up fierce resistance
against the Clanrats.
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READER’S CONTRIBUTION
Text by Marcel Josch

We were really overwhelmed by all the positive comments and words of encouragement we received after our first issue.
Apart from the kind words, you have also sent us pictures of beautifully painted miniatures from the Herohammer era.
We want to share those with our dear readers on these pages. Please feel free to send pictures of your own creations to
herohammerfanzine@gmail.com.
With the pretty pictures came the letter of Jadwiga Koronowska, known to her family and close friends as Jadzia. She
is the captain of the Orły Burzy, the Storm Eagles, a Winged Lancer mercenary company from Kislev, now in the
employment of Count Heinrich Schwarzbart of Drakwald on his expedition into the Grey Mountains. Here is a fragment
of her account concerning all the things she saw:
Dear brother,
For weeks we have been marching with the forces of the Count until finally, a great battle was before us yesterday in a
valley in these huge mountains. Rest assured, I will describe every marvellous
detail of the battle to you, but first let me make you aware of the drawings I
included in this letter. One of the counts’ entourage is Mauricio Leopoldo
Bottogelli, a famous painter from Tilea. During our journey we became
friends, and he was so kind to draw some sketches for me to show you the
warriors and units I can only describe with my words.
Krell: The forces of evil we had to fight were led by an undead warrior of
great power. He was clad in red plate armour and the massive horns on his
helmet made him easily recognizable even in the thick of battle. At the back
of his armour, a huge banner pole was attached, in a way not unlike how
we wear our eagle wings. On this pole he often carried the skins of his slain
enemies, stitched together like a cruel banner, or old flags of unholy magical
power. He yielded a huge axe, a weapon so powerful that he was able to split
the plate armour of the Count’s horse in two with one stroke. But I will get
into this epic combat later…

KRELL BY THE PUPPETERING ONE

A UNIT OF BUGMAN’S RANGERS BY RIK ICE

Dwarfs: The Count was able to hire one of the most famous Dwarf regiments,
the wandering beer brewers of one Joseph Bugman. They are armed with
heavy axes and crossbows and are even carrying shields in addition to their
helmets and chainmail. I saw several of them spiked by dozens of arrows,
looking like hedgehogs, and still fighting on.
JOSEPH BUGMAN BY RIK ICE

High Elves: You wouldn’t believe
it, but besides the Dwarfs, even a
regiment of Elves joined us in our
fight. It sure felt like a dream, seeing
these warriors from our legends and
folk tales with my own eyes. Their
armour is bright like fresh snow
in the sunlight; their officers are
wearing tall green feathers on their
helmets as rank insignias. And the
captain even had golden decorations
and a green gemstone as large as my
fist on his shield.

HIGH ELF SPEARMEN BY RIK ICE

Wizards: We have two wizards in our force. They truly showed their value as
they protected us against the foul spells of Necromancy more than once. They
wear colourful robes and highly decorated staffs. It seems like their colour
represents the magic they use, but I am not quite sure. I must ask Mauricio
about that.
Empire army: The bulk of the Count’s army is made up of regular infantry and
local militia, but there are also some incredibly special units accompanying
us. Some people have the appearance of beggars but are actually devoted
to Sigmar and they fight the enemy with the same fierceness they devote to
hurting themselves. They are called Flagellants and trust me – you don’t
want to be near them in battle.

CELESTIAL WIZARD BY RIK ICE

Then there are the cooks of the baggage train, a friendly bunch of Halflings.
Yes, you read it right, my brother. The cooks also fight. They formed a unit
and are manning the strangest war machine you can imagine: A catapult
that fires hot cauldrons of soup. It’s quite the spectacle and always smells
delicious, I can tell you.

GOLD WIZARD BY RIK ICE

FLAGELLANTS BY MATHIEU OTT

The bodyguards of the Count are
warriors with two-handed swords.
They are an elite fighting unit and
show their special status with their
colourful clothes in the brightest
blue and red. But our true wonder
weapon is a Steam Tank. Mauricio
is really excited about this machine
and he talks for hours about the
Tilean genius who invented it. It is
an armoured cart with a cannon
that drives by itself. It is of course
no match in speed for our proud
Kislevite horses, but once deployed a
very powerful and fearsome weapon
nonetheless. Now let me tell you
about the battle (…)

HALFLING HOT POT BY MATHIEU OTT

I hope to include more pictures in my next letter. Farewell, brother and give dear old Babcia a kiss from me.
Yours, Jadzia

IMPERIAL ARMY BY MATHIEU OTT
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THE FATE OF PALMER-18
By Marcel Josch

This little story serves as an introduction to my upcoming Warhammer 40,000 project. I will be building
and painting the forces for the upcoming struggle on Palmer-18. There will be the Genestealer Cult
on one side, the Sisters of Battle on the other, and Imperial forces for both. I will paint unit for unit
and put them against each other in small fights that will probably escalate into larger battles as my
painting outcome grows. This is my first venture into Warhammer 40,000. The only experience I have
ever had was the good old Space Hulk game with its two expansions. I already have a nice foundation
for my cult army. So, let’s see how the battle for this planet will go and I encourage you, dear readers:
Don’t hesitate if you have suggestions, ideas, and feedback. And always remember: “The Emperor
protects!”
Aboard the Space Hulk X-7T 4542, callsign Karakatt, the fight
was almost over. One by one the Terminators of the boarding
party in squad Wilk One and Wilk Two were overcome by
the sheer endless horde of Genestealers. The Space Marines
had put up a hard fight and killed countless Xenos creatures.
But their numbers were few and their ammunition even fewer.
And after the last flame thrower went empty and the last clip
of bolter ammunition was used, there was only the sounds of
metal meeting flesh and teeth and claws ripping armour. One
by one the channels on the vox-coms went silent. The frigate
Hachenburg fired all her rockets and las-gun batteries into the
floating hulk, but it was useless. Her captain had hoped the
Terminators could manage to stop it from within, but all hope
was lost now. To evade the contaminated debris and wreckage,
the frigate had to keep its distance to the huge space hulk and
after 17 hours of constant firing, it had to break up the fight
altogether to not risk their reactors blowing up. With tears of
frustration, the crew of the frigate could only stand by and
watch as the hulk continued undisturbed on its path into space.

of space junk. Who would have thought it would bring doom
and destruction to this green and peaceful planet. On this warm
night, some people saw the shooting stars in the dark sky and
prayed to the Emperor, asking him to fulfil their dreams and

15 years later the remnants of Space Hulk X-7T 4542 entered
the orbit of the imperial planet Palmer-18. The control satellites
classified the now small piece of wreckage as just another pile
hopes. But within 25 years most of the planet’s population was
undermined and infested with the taint of the Genestealers
and their foul cult followers. All the hopes of Palmer-18 and
its dwindling untainted population now lay in the arrival of
the ecclesial armed transport Timotheus Toth in service of the
Adepta Sororitas order of the Iron Heart. Will it be enough?
Can the remaining armed forces of the planet turn the tide with
the help of the Sisters for the sake of not only Palmer-18, but for
the whole sector? Well, only time will tell…
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BATTLE OF THE HORNED ONES
By Joshua Van Zaane and Johannes Sørensen
A 5th edition Warhammer Fantasy battle report featuring the Chaos forces of Slaanesh versus the Skaven.
In the Crown of Command studio, I have been hard at work
painting fresh recruits for the service of the perverse god
Slaanesh to go to battle with their rivals in domination of
the Old World: the Skaven. Both armies are 2,000 points in
total and were selected without magic items, as these would
be drafted before the battle. We decided on 6 items maximum
with the option to throw one back for a redraw. This was of
course played remotely as my good friend Johannes is located
in Denmark and I’m in Japan. The article for using drafted
magic items in your games of 4th & 5th edition Warhammer
can be found in issue one of the fanzine. And if you wanted
to know how to do remote play, there is an article all about
that in this issue. Now, let’s get down to the forces and why we
selected what we did.

THE HORNED ONE IN JAPAN

ÁNGEL SIGNES

Skaven is a relatively new army for me as I never played them
or had any interest in them during the time I was playing in
the ’90s, but due to just sheer luck, I found someone selling
their army here in Japan and thought I’d jump at the chance and
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proceeded to collect all the furry ratmen I could muster. And
ever since I have had them on the table, I have really enjoyed
how they play and the speed their units move at. Which, being
a Dwarf player, is really, really fast in comparison.
For the 2,000 points I had at my disposal I started with the
foundation of any Skaven list, and they are the Plague Monks.
24 of those mad zealots and a Plague Priest to lead them and
I feel confident that whatever they contact will be sliced up
nicely. The Clanrats will be used as a central unit to shelter
my front rank of characters with the Warlord Slagbag and
Nit Wit, his Warlock Engineer, joined with a Battle Standard
Bearer, Chieftain and Champion to round off the front line of
characters. The Vermin Lord was the star of my characters and
with his speed and natural ferocity, I knew that he had heads to
hunt on the table with number one being the Keeper of Secrets.
Then I just filled the remaining points with what I currently
have in my painted collection: some Plague Censer Bearers,
Poison Wind Globadiers, Rat Ogres and Rat Swarms. Finally,
I added a Warpfire Thrower Team, just so we had at least
the range to reach out and burn the Trolls that Johannes was
bringing.

BATTLE OF THE HORNED ONES

SLAGBAG’S SKAVEN ARMY - 2,000 POINTS
25 Clanrats
musician

Spears, standard,
175.5 points

Warlord Slagbag Splintersplitter
(Hellfire Sword, Armour of
Brilliance,
Van
Hortsmann’s
Speculum)
Light armour, shield
93 points
Chieftain Rikksik (Dawnstone)
Light armour and shield 62 points

24 Plague Monks Standard (Banner
of Arcane Warding), light armour
and additional hand weapons
225 points
Plague Priest Rotpot, Light armour and
additional hand weapon 76 points

4 Plague Censer Bearers 60 points

Warlock Engineer Nit Wit
(Storm-Daemon)
56 points
Champion Stinka,
Light armour and shield 30 points

10 Gutter Runners Light armour
and slings
150 points
1 Assassin

30 points

Vermin Lord

600 points

3 Rat Ogres with 3 Pack masters
159 points

2 Rat Swarms

100 points

2 Poison Wind Globadiers 40 points
Warpfire Thrower Team

70 points
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SLAANESH ARMY - 2,000 POINTS
17 Beastmen, standard bearer,
additional hand weapons, Banner
of Defiance
197 points
Thranac the Burnt King, Chaos
Lord General, Slaanesh. Hellfire
Sword, Golden Crown of Atrazar,
heavy armour, flail, additional hand
weapon
310 points

4 Minotaurs, standard bearer, great
weapons
210 points
Mydrax Bloodeye, Minotaur champion,
Obsidian Blade, great weapon
112 points

Pox Stomper, Beastman Master
Sorcerer. Sword of Resilience,
Skull Staff, flail
226 points

3 River Trolls
Keeper of Secrets

195 points

750 points
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DEPLOYMENT

JOHANNES THE SLAVE TO DARKNESS
IN DENMARK
Chaos 4th edition is not my strongest faction. Generally, I
tend not to play Chaos factions much. Even if Joshua had the
models available to build a list freely, I knew I would make
more mistakes when building lists and when playing the Chaos
factions. In the 90’s I was a Lizardmen player, and still think
of Chaos as the true enemy to the Great Plan. However, the
taint of Chaos reaches us all in the end, and I’ve fielded a few
Chaos armies in the past two years. Building on the models
available, Beastmen is always a good choice. Toughness 4 with
2 Wounds per model is excellent for a main regiment, and it’s
fairly cheap at 10 points each. I decided to draft a banner for
this unit first and managed a very good draw with the Banner
of Defiance. Banner of Rage or Banner of Might would have
been good draws too, not to mention Battle Banner. The Chaos
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Lord General is very strong, but also expensive, and mandatory
unlike 5th edition Warriors of Chaos. I had decided to roll
for 2 weapons for the draft, but my first two choices weren’t
impressive (Obsidian Blade and Sword of Resilience), and I had
to spend the item slot that I had intended for a banner for my
Minotaurs to get a third weapon, finally drawing the Hellfire
Sword. Beastman Shaman is a cheaper option for a caster and
has more survivability than a regular Chaos Sorcerer when you
aren’t sure that you will have a ward save, like in a draft game.
Minotaurs are not a good choice. There are some options
when adding a Minotaur character to the unit, but while the
Minotaurs have Toughness 4 and 2 Wounds like the Beastmen
have, they cost significantly more. They also only have
Strength 4 and will require great weapons to deal enough
damage with their 2 Attacks. The River Trolls are also a weak
pick. While they do regenerate, they need to pass stupidity
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tests to get to where you want them. They
are not particularly strong for their cost.
They are fun to bring, though I’d prefer to
do that with an Orcs & Goblins army instead
for thematic reasons. The weakest pick in
the army is the Keeper of Secrets funnily
enough. Apart from the Bloodthirster, which
is almost decent because of its statline, the
Greater Daemons have a major downside:
Points cost. Daemonic saves are similar
to armour saves, but also negated by any
magic weapon. Anything that expensive at
750 points or more would need a ward save
of some kind in my book. Though I knew
the result of the fight beforehand, statistics
heavily favouring the Verminlord, I had one
mission in mind: Make the Daemons fight.

CHAOS TURN 1
Chaos had the first turn and they got
moving, with several units making march
moves towards a very open landscape and
with the Skaven in their sights. Johannes
drew his Chaos gifts for the turn and did his
tests for stupidity and infighting, passing all.
The Minotaurs covered the most distance on
the table and the Keeper of Secrets stayed
in line with the main force and restrained
his temptation to veer too far out, in case
he got charged by the Vermin Lord with his
16-inch charge range. With movement out
of the way, we went straight into the magic
phase resulting in a 10 on 2D6 and 5 cards each. The Beastmen
Shaman attempted to cast Glean Magic, but that was dispelled
by the Vermin Lord. We retained any cards we could and that
ended turn one for Chaos.

CHAOS TURN 1

SKAVEN TURN 1
The Skaven made a very cautious advance with the units,
preparing for the following onslaught from the Beastmen and
Minotaur units that was sure to come. I marched my Gutter
Runners up the right flank to try and cut off the Trolls’ advance

The two Generals are ready to command their armies.
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and realised after doing so that I moved too
far forward, leaving them open to be charged
in the Chaos turn. The Warpfire Thrower
turned to face the Troll unit and opened fire.
At this point I was thinking ‘Misfire’ on the
artillery dice, but to my surprise it gave me
the inches I needed to cover them all. It only
resulted in 1 hit and killing one Troll dead
in its tracks, which put a smile on Slagbags
lips. No hand-to-hand, so we went straight
to magic and I rolled a 7. I then declared I
would cast Warp Lightning for 2 power.
Johannes used Drain Magic which brought
my plans of casting spells of destruction to
an abrupt close.

CHAOS TURN 2
The Trolls charged the Gutter Runners,
which was no big surprise. They passed their
Fear check. The Keeper of Secrets boldly
marched right up in front of the Plague Monk
unit to create the terror bomb, resulting in
several tests which they thankfully passed.
The Minotaurs on the other flank marched
and came within spitting distance of the Rat
Ogres, which put them within the 8-inch
range of the Vermin Lord’s Terror effect.
The resulting Terror test had them fail and
run away, back towards their deployment

CHRISTIAN CUELLO

SKAVEN TURN 1

The trolls are flamed by the terrible Warpfire cannon.
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zone. The Beastmen unit passed their
infighting test and marched up directly
behind the Keeper of Secrets. The Chaos
General also kept in line with the Greater
Daemon, to make a synchronized charge
next turn perhaps. The Trolls fought the
Gutter Runners, resulting in the ratmen
elite losing and fleeing with the Trolls in
pursuit. The nearby Clanrat unit passed their
panic check for the fleeing Gutter Runners.
Johannes rolled snake eyes for the Winds of
Magic, resulting in no spells cast this turn,
to my relief.

SKAVEN TURN 2

SKAVEN TURN 2

CHAOS TURN 2
the valve to the Warpfire, that kinda sticks out before doing
any real damage. The Beastmen Master Shaman had the Skull
Staff as his magic item which revealed all
the opponent’s items within 12 inches.
That way, Johannes learned that the Plague
Monks had the Banner of Arcane Warding.
The hand-to-hand phase began and both
the Plague Censer Bearers and the Plague
Priest failed to wound the Keeper of Secrets,
and due to its high toughness, my Plague
Monks’ strength of 3 meant they couldn’t
wound the beast.
So, the only hope the Skaven had was in their
own summoned Daemon to do the damage
needed to take it down. The Vermin Lord’s
Doom Glaive put 5 wounds on the Keeper of
Secrets, setting the tone for the battle early
on. The Keeper of Secrets lashed back at the
Plague Monks and killed 4 of them in turn,
with the resulting combat result at -2 for the
Chaos side, but Johannes passing on a roll

JOSHUA VAN ZAANE

The Gutter Runners fail their Rally roll
and are off the table. The Rat Ogres make
manoeuvres to position themselves so that
they can charge the Beastmen unit in a
future turn, while the Plague Monks are
forced to charge the Keeper of Secrets as
they are Frenzied, and the Vermin Lord
throws its weight in the fight by also charging
his prized foe in the Slaanesh’ Prince of
Pleasure. The toxic fumes of the Plague
Censer Bearers and their flails of plague are
swirled around to great effect, in that they
killed two of their own before venting their
hatred on the enemy. The Clanrats feel that
it’s time to close in on the mass block of
Chaos Beastmen and take advantage of their
small numbers and make a flank attack. The
Warpfire Thrower team, seeing this as their chance, opened up
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The Gutter Runners make honour to their name and run!
of 5 for his Break test. I rolled 5 for the Winds of Magic and I
began with the spell Scorch that targeted Johannes’ Beastmen
Unit. As it was not dispelled, it went through, causing 4
wounds on the unit. Then the Warlock used
the Storm-Daemon and inflicted a further
3 wounds on the same unit, bringing the
Skaven magic phase to a close. Johannes did
manage to use counter magic and destroy
the Warp Lightning Spell which put a wry
smile on his Slaanesh lips I’m sure.

Vermin Lord meant that he was legging it out of the fray, much
to my horror, and the Daemon ran a total of 5 inches, with some
very low dice rolls which had me laughing in the end. Luckily

CHAOS TURN 3
Firstly, the Minotaur unit stopped running
and rallied. The Chaos Lord charged the
Plague Monks and the Beastmen charged
the Vermin Lord. The steel nerves of the
Beastmen meant that they passed their
Terror test and engaged the Greater Daemon.
Johannes drew his Chaos Gifts and placed
Rotting Flesh on the Master Shaman to give
him a -1 to hit. The Master Shaman hit the
Vermin Lord, causing a wound. The Vermin
Lord, enraged at this, smashed the skull
of the Keeper of Secrets with his Doom
Glaive, ending the contest between the two
Daemonic titans, which I hoped would kill
off the will to fight in the Chaos ranks. Even
with all the wounds caused, the Skaven lost
the combat as the Beastman carried the
Banner of Defiance, which doubled their
rank bonus. In the end we lost by 1 point and
I had to roll for Break tests, which had me
a little nervous as I could lose everything
on a bad dice roll. Rolling double 6’s for the
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the Beastmen couldn’t pursue as they were
still engaged with the Plague Monks. A roll
of 5 was cast for the magic phase and the
Beastmen Shaman cast the Glean Magic
spell yet again, and the Warlock failed to
dispel.

SKAVEN TURN 3
The Rat Ogres charged into the flank of the
Beastmen, causing a Fear test which they
passed on a roll of a 10. I think we both were
very fortunate with a lot of our psychology
tests this game. My Warpfire Thrower Team
had been doing so well till this point. But
now they rolled a Misfire that resulted in the
machine self-imploding, killing the crew
and rendering the machine useless. The Rat
Swarms attacked the Troll unit again and
we forgot about the -1 to hit the Trolls had
for the whole game. Johannes managed to
pass all his Regeneration rolls in the game
for his Trolls, which was commendable.
The Poison Wind Globadiers failed to cause
any hits on the Troll unit, but instead the
template scattered over the Rat Swarm unit,
causing a single wound. The Rat Ogres were
next to attack, having charged, and they
caused a few more wounds to the already
depleted unit of Beastmen. Johannes’ Chaos
Lord armed with the Hellfire Sword was
slaying the Plague Monks and the slain were
exploding into fireballs and killing other
monks in base-to-base contact, which was starting to worry
me. The Chaos units lost the combat but passed their Ld roll
of 7. The Rat Ogres started lapping around to get more hits in

SKAVEN TURN 3
the next combat phase. I then rolled double 1’s for the magic
phase and I didn’t have any target units in line of sight for the
Warlock’s Storm-Daemon, so we drew the turn to a close.

The Verminlord runs from the combat but the Plague Monks resist.
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Firstly, the Minotaur unit declared a charge
on the Rat Ogre unit that was engaged
with the Beastmen, but they failed to
make contact, resulting in a failed charge.
There were casualties on both sides with
the Plague Monks, Rat Ogres, Beastmen
and the Chaos Lord all engaged in the
same melee, which had lasted 3 turns now
still looked like there was no resolution in
sight. With the combat result ending 9 to
6 to Chaos, the Skaven units had to make
an Ld roll to stay in the fight, which they
thankfully passed, ensuring the combat
continued for yet another turn. The Rat
Swarms battled it out with the Trolls on the
flank with them causing 2 wounds, which
was a small miracle given Johannes’ luck
with his regeneration rolls this game. The
Trolls lost the combat and Johannes had to
pray to his dark overlord to roll snake eyes
to pass his Break test, but it was to no avail.
The Trolls ran and were overrun by the Rat
Swarms in the end. The magic phase gave
us a total of 5 for the Winds of Magic roll
and the Beastman Shaman cast Pestilent
Breath, which he gleaned from my Vermin
Lord earlier in the battle through a spell he
had cast. I tried to Mental Duel the Shaman
and succeeded with the dispel, but the
mental duel roll was a draw, which ended
the Chaos turn.

The combat gets to its most savage point.
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The Skaven win the combat and make the Slaves to Darkness run.

SKAVEN TURN 4
We realised that the Beastmen Shaman’s
Skull Staff was in range of my Clansmen
unit which revealed all the unit’s magic
items. My Warlord also had the Hellfire
Sword, the Van Horstmann’s Speculum and
the Armour or Brilliance, which of course
is a Bretonnia only magic item, making it
unusable on my Warlord, which caused
some swearing and hissy fitting (which
Slagbag apologizes for in the video). The
Clanrats charged the Beastmen in the flank
and the Chaos Lord challenged my Warlord
to single combat, which I felt confident
about as I took his Strength and Toughness
stats thanks to Van Horstmann’s Speculum
item. The Vermin Lord had the first strike
and struck 4 times with his Doom Glaive
into the Beastmen unit and two of the Gors
fell beneath him. Next the Clanrats attack
caused a single wound on the Beastmen and
then the Rat Ogres failed to hit or wound
anything. I thought the Dice Gods had left
me so I switched dice, thinking that would
fix my bad luck. Then going by Initiative,
the Shaman and Beastmen attacked and took
down a Packmaster and a Plague Monk. The
Plague Monks retaliated, but didn’t make
much of an impact. Then we came to the
big showdown between our Generals, with
Slagbag fluffing all his hit rolls (I blame

SKAVEN TURN 4
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the new dice). Then the Lord struck back and dispatched the
Skaven Warlord effortlessly. The Skaven ended up passing all
their Panic tests after seeing the Warlord cut down in a burning
pile of charred bones. The combat resulted in a -4 test for the
Chaos units, which they failed and broke. I pursued with the
Vermin Lord and caught them, cutting them down. The magic
phase followed and I rolled an 11 resulting in a huge magic
phase for this turn. It was unfortunate that my Vermin Lord
was not in line of sight of an enemy unit, which made my
options very limited, and I ended up not casting any spells this
turn due to lack of eligible targets.

CHAOS TURN 5
We rolled the die to see if the game would extend for another
turn, which it did and Johannes’ first action was to draw his two
Chaos Gifts for the turn and to his horror he drew two of the
most devastating cards on the deck, resulting in his Chaos Lord
being summoned by the Chaos Gods to do their bidding and
leave the battle resulting in a clear-cut victory for the Skaven.
Thus we drew the game to a conclusive end.

POST-GAME THOUGHTS FROM JOSH
In the beginning I thought I was going to get Dark Magicked
off the board with two casters and 7 spells, but much to my
surprise, Johannes had some poor options for both his Slaanesh
and Dark Magic draws. His magic items were much better and
the Hellfire Sword tore through my Plague Monks like a hot
knife through butter. But my Skaven were resolute and stayed
in the fight till the bitter end and passed a slew of panic and
break tests.
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The flank attacks I could make, and the Vermin Lord cutting
the head off the Keeper of Secrets, were the downfall for the
much smaller Chaos forces. The Chaos Lord being summoned
in turn 5 was the nail in the coffin for the game, really, and the
Skaven can share the spoils in a very significant victory twice
over the forces of Slaanesh to date. And considering my dice
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rolls were poor to say the very least, I could have potentially
ended the game much earlier if I had broken and overrun the
Beastmen in turn 2 or 3. Nevertheless, it was a great game with
some epic moments.

POST-GAME THOUGHTS FROM JOE
I enjoy thinking outside the mathhammer box, so I’ve had
fun with every draft battle I’ve played, and this one was no
different. If I had been less focused on making the Greater
Daemons fight, and more familiar with playing Chaos, I could
have set up a charge for my Lrd General to make the Verminlord
explode. Boosting his Strength with Chaos gifts to get 4+ or
even 3+ to wound the Verminlord with Hellfire Sword. Daemon
save is negated by magic weapons and 1 wound would make it
die instantly. Instead, I was distracted by my Minotaurs failing
their terror test in yet another game, and decided to provide
leadership for my Trolls instead. This was the game-losing
mistake of the game, as the trolls were essentially already dead
on that flank. If my Lord General had assisted in the center
from the beginning, then perhaps the outcome would have been
different, even if my general dissappeared into the Warp.
Being absolutely decimated on the battlefield can be a fun
experience in Warhammer terms, but it is not something I hope
to repeat too often.

YOU WILL FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS SPLENDEROUS HIGH ELF ARMY BY RMAN NEAR IN THE FUTURE

